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THE CHAIR: Commissioner Murray wishes to say something.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Thank you, Chair. Yesterday I asked
a question of Archbishop Porteous, and you will find the
reference on page 25749 of yesterday's date, which was
21 February. I reviewed the transcript, and I think my
question needs clarification.

What I should have said was, and this would be the
question: if the past claims history provided to us by the
Catholic Church indicates that one in 14, or 7 per cent, of
priests were alleged to have engaged in sexual activity
with a child, and that collective package of issues is not
addressed, what is there to reassure the community that,
going forward, there will not be claims alleging child
sexual abuse against 7 per cent of priests?

So that's the clarification.

MR FREE: Your Honour, today we have seven witnesses
comprising the panel who are representatives from a variety
of religious institutes.

<GREGORY GEORGE CHAMBERS, sworn: [10.08am]

<TIMOTHY JOHN GRAHAM, sworn: [10.08am]

<BRIAN FRANCIS McCOY, sworn: [10.08am]

<PETER CLINCH, sworn: [10.08am]

<KENNETH WILLIAM (AMBROSE) PAYNE, sworn: [10.08am]

<BERNEICE LOCH, sworn: [10.08am]

<PETER GERARD CARROLL, sworn: [10.08am]

<EXAMINATION BY MR FREE:

MR FREE: Sister, can I start with you, please. Could
I ask you to state your full name?

SISTER LOCH: Sister Berneice Loch.

MR FREE: Sister, you have provided two statements for
this case study in the Royal Commission - a statement of
29 September 2016?
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SISTER LOCH: Yes.

MR FREE: And also a statement of 8 December 2016?

SISTER LOCH: Yes.

MR FREE: Are both of those statements true and correct?

SISTER LOCH: Yes.

MR FREE: Do you have copies of them with you?

SISTER LOCH: I have copies of the main witness statement.
I don't actually have the second one with me. I know it
fairly well. I don't think it will bother me.

THE CHAIR: Sister, could you make sure that that mic is
turned towards you?

SISTER LOCH: Is that better?

THE CHAIR: Yes, so everyone can hear you.

MR FREE: Sister, if I need to ask you anything about the
second statement, which related to education, and we need
to get a copy of it, I will get you a copy.

SISTER LOCH: Thank you.

MR FREE: Sister, what is your current position?

SISTER LOCH: I'm the Institute Leader for the Institute
of Sisters of Mercy of Australia and Papua New Guinea.

MR FREE: Thank you. How long have you been in that
position?

SISTER LOCH: This is just beginning my sixth year in the
position.

MR FREE: I think the Institute went through a restructure
in 2011; is that right?

SISTER LOCH: It came into being as a result of
a restructure where 15 separate groups, autonomous groups
of Sisters of Mercy, came together as one Institute.
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MR FREE: So the Institute, as it is now formed, comprises
all of Australia and Papua New Guinea; is that right?

SISTER LOCH: No, it doesn't, actually. There are still
three other autonomous groups - Sisters of Mercy Brisbane,
Sisters of Mercy Parramatta and Sisters of Mercy
North Sydney.

MR FREE: They operate independently of your Institute?

SISTER LOCH: Yes, as we used to do.

MR FREE: How many members of the order under your
Institute are there at the moment?

SISTER LOCH: I won't be certain about today, but it would
be about 811, 815.

MR FREE: What ministries are they involved in?

SISTER LOCH: The sisters themselves would be in a very
wide range of ministries, from the formal ministries that
were common in the past, such as education, health care,
aged care, care of disabled, care of children in need,
through to more individually commenced ministries, which
are still owned by the whole Institute, such as
counselling, drama education - it really is quite a mix.

MR FREE: Thank you. In terms of the ministries that
involve regular engagement with children, firstly, there is
some involvement in schools, which I will ask you to
elaborate on a little in a moment?

SISTER LOCH: Yes.

MR FREE: You have mentioned care of children in need.
Are there any particular institutions or bodies that relate
to children in need?

SISTER LOCH: Yes, St Joseph's Cowper would be the main
one.

MR FREE: What do they do?

SISTER LOCH: They care for children who basically can't
be placed in foster care. There is also a cosponsored very
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big ministry, MacKillop Family Services, which has a lot of
children in care. I know the Commission has had some
interaction with MacKillop Family Services, and we are
a cosponsor of that; we share the canonical authority with
some others.

MR FREE: Who are the others that you share it with?

SISTER LOCH: The Christian Brothers and the Sisters of
St Joseph, and each of us supply two representatives to
become the group offering canonical governance for that
group.

MR FREE: Is that a residential care --

SISTER LOCH: They have all sorts of things. They have
foster care placements. They do have some residential
care. There is a really wide range of family and
community-based services coming from that organisation.

MR FREE: Just focusing on schools, if we can for
a moment, sister, you have explained in your statement that
the sisters are involved in schooling through a civil and
canonical authority called Mercy Education Limited; is that
right?

SISTER LOCH: Yes.

MR FREE: That exists as what is called a public juridic
person in canon law; is that right?

SISTER LOCH: Well, it is, but normally when we use that
term "public juridic person", we're referring more to the
newly established ministerial PJPs. In point of fact, yes,
any congregation is a public juridic person in canon law,
as is a diocese, as is a parish. So in this instance, the
canonical governance is with the Institute. It's not with
one of the newly formed ministerial PJPs.

MR FREE: So Mercy Education Limited has delegated
authority from the Institute to run the schools; is that
how it works?

SISTER LOCH: Yes, very much so. It is a company limited
by guarantee and it has a small number of reserve powers,
but other than that, it is completely responsible for the
running of the colleges, the schools.
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MR FREE: There are some 12 colleges across Victoria,
Western Australia and South Australia?

SISTER LOCH: Yes.

MR FREE: You also share governance with other authorities
in relation to some other schools; is that right?

SISTER LOCH: We do. There is one school embedded in
what I previously referred to as MacKillop Family Services
and then there are three other co-governed
schools/colleges.

MR FREE: Just focusing on the colleges that are run by
Mercy Education Limited, there is a board of that company,
I take it?

SISTER LOCH: Yes.

MR FREE: I think you have said in your statement five
sisters from the Institute leadership team are on the
board; is that right?

SISTER LOCH: No, I don't think there's that many. No,
there wouldn't be five on the board.

MR FREE: Who is on the board of Mercy Education Limited?

SISTER LOCH: Well, the chair is a woman who has had vast
experience in education and other good areas of ministry.
They are nearly all laypeople. I think we only have one
sister, actually, on the board.

MR FREE: Thank you. Do you sit on the board?

SISTER LOCH: No. No, I think that's a conflictual
situation because we have other reserve powers, so I don't
sit on the board.

MR FREE: Do the sisters teach in those schools?

SISTER LOCH: There are sisters in the schools. We have
one sister principal. We have one who is a deputy
principal, but that's in one of the co-governed. We have
quite a number of sisters who fill a range of positions,
including some of the pastoral positions, within those
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colleges and schools.

MR FREE: Just turning to the governance of the Institute
rather than the schools body, do you have any laity
involved in the governance of the Institute?

SISTER LOCH: According to our constitutions, the only
people who can be in the Institute leadership team are
members, which are, by definition, sisters. However, we do
have quite a number of laity involved in our structure,
including in our governance type of structures. Certainly
our executive leader, operations is lay. The executive
officer, ministry governance, is a layperson who has
a great deal to do with our governance structure. So, yes,
throughout the organisation, there are a lot, men and
women.

MR FREE: What is your relationship with the international
Institute, if any?

SISTER LOCH: Mercy International Association - it is an
association and would be recognised easily as such, and we
are a member of that organisation.

MR FREE: Are you supervised by them in any sense or do
you report to them on your functions?

SISTER LOCH: No. It is very much a voluntary sharing
arrangement. There is no authority structure at all.

MR FREE: In terms of authority to discipline or dismiss
a sister, does that lie entirely with you as the leader?

SISTER LOCH: Yes, according to our constitutions, which
means I do have to have the vote of the council and things
like that, if I were to take that type of action.

MR FREE: The Sisters of Mercy and yourself had some
involvement in Case Study 26, which concerned Rockhampton
and sexual abuse at the St Joseph's orphanage in Neerkol.
You have indicated in your statement some of the responses
that the Institute has taken in relation to some of the
issues that arose in that case study. Can you just outline
for the Commission what you see as the key responses that
your Institute has taken?

SISTER LOCH: Yes. Before the Institute was actually
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established, the groups of leaders who were bringing
congregations together actually established a professional
standards policy in a draft form. There wasn't, until the
Institute began, an authority to put that in place, but it
was one of the very first things that the elected
leadership of the new group did.

From then on, we have worked to put that policy into
place by creating the structures and giving it the
personnel that it actually needs. If I just skip across to
what is now, we have a professional standards unit. We do
only have one professional standards officer, but she is
assisted - she works with our general counsel, who spends
quite a bit of time in this area. There are administrative
assistants. And more recently, we are putting more
resources into education. It is still a developing thing,
but we actually have tried to take advantage of all that we
have learnt, certainly from the Royal Commission there but
also in terms of what was happening in all of the groups
beforehand as well.

MR FREE: You have also indicated in your statement that
some changes have been made in relation to the archives and
record-keeping; is that right?

SISTER LOCH: Yes, because the archives were scattered
across all of those areas, and in order to do the best job
we could in trying to help people to access archival
records, and also to help ourselves, we have needed to
amalgamate quite a few of those collections. We haven't
yet amalgamated all of them, but one of the things we did
very quickly at the beginning was to bring together all of
the professional standards files from all of those
different collections so that we could at least access
those quite quickly.

Now, it is different when you come to a person coming
to us because they were at a certain home. And it was
a big job, because across the period we're talking about,
we would have had 17 homes for children and as many as
80 boarding schools. So we are collecting those archives.
Housing them in such a way that you can administer them
very well is an ongoing challenge, but we did give
professional standards the highest priority within that.

MR FREE: So do I take it from what you have said that
that process is still ongoing?
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SISTER LOCH: Yes, it is.

MR FREE: Are those records, to the extent that you have
compiled them, made available to anyone who comes with
a complaint?

SISTER LOCH: We do everything we can. Not all of the
records are in our own direct control. Some of the records
were passed to other places as the work was passed - again,
MacKillop Family Services is a very good example, where the
records coming from some of those former institutions have
ended up there, and they, in my view, do a very good job of
helping people access files. But we do the best we can,
and there are many people involved in just making that the
best process we can.

It's also obviously a time when people who are coming,
perhaps looking for records for the first time, need a fair
bit of pastoral care, because it's not always an easy
journey.

THE CHAIR: Sister, I was going to ask you about that.
Your organisations, if I can put it that way, have been
responsible for many, many children who, by reason of
circumstances, were unable to live with a family.

SISTER LOCH: Yes.

THE CHAIR: They lived in one of your institutions. As
you know, in those institutions, many were abused.

SISTER LOCH: Mmm. I'm sorry, but it's true.

THE CHAIR: It's a terrible story.

SISTER LOCH: Mmm.

THE CHAIR: But, of course, there is a double component to
their grief, isn't there? There is the original loss of
family, and then there is the loss of innocence that comes
from the abuse that was inflicted, which was not only, of
course, sexual, but there was significant physical abuse
inflicted as well.

SISTER LOCH: Mmm. There was.
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THE CHAIR: In your responses to these people, those who
respond to those who come to you looking for assistance -
are they all well informed as to the nature and
consequences of the suffering which these people have had?

SISTER LOCH: The people offering help are. Are all of
the people who come - you see, not everybody who comes is
in any level of distress. Some of them are just doing
family research, attempting to know who they are and where
they fit in. I think I can claim that our people giving
the access or helping people to get the access are very
aware of the fact that it can be quite a traumatic process.

THE CHAIR: Even people who don't necessarily appear to be
traumatised, coming to seek an understanding of who they
are, where they came from and what happened to them, are
people with a great deal of need, aren't they?

SISTER LOCH: Yes, I think so, yes.

MR FREE: Sister, do you involve yourself personally in
the pastoral response to people who come and see you in
respect of, if we can focus on complaints of past abuse?

SISTER LOCH: Yes, but I'm not the only person who
responds. If I were to do all of the responding, we would
end up holding up resolution, and we don't think that's
a good outcome. So I do some. Mediation meetings, for
instance, can happen in any state. We have arrangements in
place whereby we have sisters in every state who will go on
our behalf, if that's the way to resolve it.

MR FREE: So is it the case that in any individual claim,
you may get involved at some point, but not necessarily?

SISTER LOCH: Yes, that's true. Oh, I will always know
about it. I won't necessarily be the person involved in
the mediation.

MR FREE: Can I ask you about formation, sister, firstly
focusing on initial formation and entering into the
Institute. Do you still have people currently in
formation?

SISTER LOCH: Yes. We have much lesser numbers than would
have been any part of that experience from the past. At
present we don't have any novices in Australia. We have
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nine women in temporary vows - two in Australia and seven
in Papua New Guinea.

MR FREE: You have said in your statement that there is
a trend towards those who are entering religious life doing
it at an older age than used to be the case?

SISTER LOCH: Yes, yes.

MR FREE: Are there any rules in particular about how old
you have to be to begin the process or take final vows?

SISTER LOCH: General guidelines, which would be mid-20s,
would be about as young as we would wish to go.

MR FREE: Is that to begin the process or to take final
vows?

SISTER LOCH: That would be to begin the process. Final
vows will be six to eleven years later, depending on when
a person feels ready and of course the intervention of
those who are involved in formation.

MR FREE: How long have those guidelines been in place?

SISTER LOCH: Oh, decades.

MR FREE: So the trend towards older people entering the
process has been around for a while?

SISTER LOCH: Oh, yes.

MR FREE: You have mentioned in your statement some of the
particular components of the formation process, in
particular in relation to human formation.

SISTER LOCH: Mmm-hmm.

MR FREE: And emphasis on physical and spiritual and
psychosexual development. Again, are you aware of how
recent those matters are in formation? Does that reflect
a shift in emphasis or something that has been around for
a while?

SISTER LOCH: Again, around for decades, really, yes.

MR FREE: What is the practice in relation to overseas
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people who might either present for formation or come
having taken their vows overseas?

SISTER LOCH: It doesn't happen with us. We do have
overseas formation. We have members in Papua New Guinea,
as I said. Our formation for the women in Papua New Guinea
happens in Papua New Guinea. We don't attempt to bring
them here. Younger women from here will go to meet with,
to be with, but the two formation programs are exactly
similar but conducted in two different countries.

MR FREE: In terms of the sisters who are in ministry in
Australia, they have undertaken their formation within
Australia; is that right?

SISTER LOCH: With one exception that I can think of at
the moment, and that is a Sister of Mercy from New Zealand,
who actually is with us at present.

MR FREE: In relation to ongoing formation, this is
something that you may be aware has emerged in some of the
evidence the Commission has heard over the last few weeks
as a matter that some people see as particularly important
to maintaining a healthy religious life and clergy life.
You have said in your statement that the sisters' process
of ongoing formation is under review and needs to be more
consistent and more readily available. Can you just
explain a little what you mean?

SISTER LOCH: Yes. That was with regard to professional
standards but not only with regard to professional
standards. We do a lot of ongoing formation, but when it
comes to professional standards, we didn't have
a consistent practice across those 15 groups.

We have put a lot of effort, in the last 12 months,
into designing and implementing, which is not yet fully
rolled out, a process of educating our sisters and staff
members in professional standards and related matters, such
as bullying and so on. We are now looking at how that
rolls out over the next few years so that it can be
consistently available and offered but also so that it
brings in the related questions and is a real contribution
to any person being able to develop their own personality
and skills.

MR FREE: Is that an online resource or a course --
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SISTER LOCH: We haven't yet put it online. It will go
online, but our decision was first to roll it out face to
face. One of our educators was very aware that what can
happen is if people just have a choice of doing it online,
sometimes that's all they ever do, and they never get to
talk about the implications. So, yes, we will put it
online, but it will be both.

MR FREE: Just in relation to personal professional
supervision, you have indicated in your statement that
sisters who are in ministry are encouraged to undertake
personal professional supervision. Can you tell us a bit
about how that in fact occurs in practice?

SISTER LOCH: Yes. It's again variable, depending - not
the practice, but the way in which people take it up does
vary, and that's as much a matter of what resources are
available where they happen to be as anything else. It
would be, very often, individual sessions on a regular
basis with somebody who is qualified to offer that. Some
undertake group supervision, which, when it is run well,
can be extremely helpful. Some would Skype in to be able
to access somebody with skills.

I would have to say that the level of skills available
is not consistent. There aren't all that many people who
really understand what you are talking about. So it's not
easy, but I think we're doing it fairly consistently.

MR FREE: Is it organised at the Institute level?

SISTER LOCH: No. The only time it is organised at
Institute level is for the sisters who belong to McAuley
Ministries, which is our umbrella for the ministries for
which the Institute leader in the past would have been
directly responsible. So we do have a CEO of that
organisation, and in that instance they would be helped to
access a supervisor if they couldn't locate one for
themselves, et cetera.

MR FREE: What about yourself, sister - have you had any
supervision arrangements since you became the head of the
Institute?

SISTER LOCH: Yes, I have regular supervision. I find it
a very helpful process.
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MR FREE: Is that with an external professional person?

SISTER LOCH: Oh, yes.

MR FREE: Sister, I understand that the Institute has
convened a professional standards consultative panel; is
that right?

SISTER LOCH: Mmm-hmm.

MR FREE: Is that a recent innovation?

SISTER LOCH: It's over 12 months old. I can't remember
just when we put it in place, but everything in the
Institute is fairly recent because it's only five years
old. But it doesn't go back to 2012. It wasn't the first
thing we did.

MR FREE: The members of that panel include people
qualified in law and social services; is that right?

SISTER LOCH: Mmm-hmm.

MR FREE: Are there sisters on the panel?

SISTER LOCH: No, not as - yes, there is. There's one
sister on the panel. She has a social work background.

MR FREE: What is the role of the panel?

SISTER LOCH: The panel is essentially to make sure that
we have some external advice coming in on how we respond to
claims, how we handle claims, what our policies are, what
our practices are, so they work quite closely with our
professional standards officer and general counsel.

MR FREE: So if there were to be changes to the policies,
they would be prompted by advice from the panel; is that
how it works?

SISTER LOCH: Or, if not prompted, then at least run past
the panel to see if there is any additional wisdom they
want to bring to that.

MR FREE: Thank you, sister. Brother Clinch --
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COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: Just before we move on from
sister, a couple of questions, if I might. One is in
relation to the abuse by religious sisters, sexual abuse
conducted by sisters. The figures the Commission has put
out indicate that there were 96 religious sisters who were
alleged to be perpetrators across religious orders in
Australia - not the Institute. Has there been any work by
either your Institute or the sisters' Institutes that
existed before that or other orders of religious women as
to what the profile of the female perpetration was or the
learnings or lessons from that particular cohort of alleged
perpetrators?

In other words, to many in the community, it is
a surprise that there were any, let alone 96, religious
sisters accused of being perpetrators, and I was just
wondering has there been any formal review or study
undertaken by your or other female religious orders?

SISTER LOCH: No, Commissioner, not that I'm aware of.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: In answer to Mr Free, you
indicated a number of very positive initiatives that have
been put in place, but to what extent have they been
informed by an understanding of what took place previously?
In other words, if we don't understand why and what took
place previously, how do we in fact know that we're getting
it right today?

SISTER LOCH: I think the circumstances are really quite
hard to compare. The way in which people are involved in
ministry today, Commissioner, is really quite different.
Many of - as I understand it, and I do need help with this,
yet. I will have to ask somebody to help me to analyse
those figures, as they have implications. I think it's
almost true to say that most of those occurred or are
alleged to have occurred in homes for children or boarding
schools and where the work was very hard; the work was
extremely difficult. I'm not justifying in any way, shape
or form any kind of abuse, but I don't think the
circumstances are exactly parallel.

However, what we are looking at today is - all abuse
goes back to a domination type of approach; how does that
find expression in today's religious life and to what
degree can we learn from the past to be sure that we are
not going to be offending, whether it's actually detected
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as sexual abuse or any other type of abuse.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: I just want to be very clear.
The 96 does not refer just to the Sisters of Mercy --

SISTER LOCH: No, it doesn't.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: -- but across all of the female
religious orders. Second, and related to that, is that one
of the things that has occurred both in the private
sessions and more generally in the case studies is the
extraordinary level of humiliating behaviours, physical
abuse, that were done to children in the homes that you
have referred to. In fact, it is a very dominant theme.

SISTER LOCH: Mmm.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: Is your order in any way yet to
understand why the level of physical and humiliating
activities existed to the extent they did in those homes?

SISTER LOCH: It is deeply shameful to us that it ever
happened. I believe a lot of the understanding, as we
currently understand it, is related to a lack of adequate
professional development. It was fairly lacking at the
time. The lack of adequate supervision, the pressures -
and the pressures often led to you needing staff so much
that you overlooked some of the behaviours, which should
never have been overlooked. So I think there's a whole
complexity of reasons, but no reason explains what
happened, and it's still just a matter of huge regret.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: To lead on from that, my final
question is, it has been put to us in different fora that
part of the reason for the high level of physical abuse,
and some sexual abuse, was that in fact the formation
programs of the religious sisters were themselves abusive
towards young novices and young sisters and that, in
a sense, that in fact was part of the systemic reasons why
such abuse occurred. Do you think that's a fair statement?

SISTER LOCH: It appears to be, from what I can hear. It
was never my own experience, so I'm only going on what
other people tell me, and I think it did happen at least in
some instances.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: You mentioned that part of the
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formation training relates to that in terms of - you
mentioned the word "bullying".

SISTER LOCH: Mmm.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: When you talk about bullying as
part of the formation or ongoing professional development,
are you talking about bullying by sisters within your own
congregations?

SISTER LOCH: We are talking about preventing bullying,
not so much - there are in place policies for dealing with
it, but we are talking about making sure people are aware
that bullying behaviour is also a form of abuse.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: Within the Institute or within
the congregations?

SISTER LOCH: Within our sisters and within our staff,
widely spread - anywhere.

MR FREE: Brother Clinch, can I turn to you, please. Can
you give your full name?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, my name is Peter Clinch.

MR FREE: You are the Provincial Leader of the
Congregation of Christian Brothers?

BROTHER CLINCH: Correct.

MR FREE: How long have you held that position?

BROTHER CLINCH: Just over two years.

MR FREE: When did you join the order?

BROTHER CLINCH: I was a novice in 1972 and did my one
year of juniorate in 1971. Officially I joined the order
when I took first vows at the beginning of 1973.

MR FREE: Thank you, brother. You have provided
statements to the Royal Commission for this case study
dated 20 October 2016 and 14 December 2016; is that right?

BROTHER CLINCH: That's correct.
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MR FREE: Are the contents of those statements true and
correct?

BROTHER CLINCH: They are.

MR FREE: The Christian Brothers also underwent some
relatively recent institutional reorganisation. Can you
tell us what happened in 2007?

BROTHER CLINCH: Prior to 2007, there were four Australian
provinces, and we amalgamated to become one province under
the banner of Oceania. Joining Oceania was the region of
Papua New Guinea and the province of New Zealand, and we
have a presence of brothers presently in East Timor and the
Philippines that would come under the banner now of
Oceania.

MR FREE: Just to get a sense of the present activities of
the members of the Christian Brothers within the province,
can you just tell us, focusing on the activities that
involve regular engagement with children, what the
Christian Brothers are doing?

BROTHER CLINCH: In Australia, very few. The average age
of our brothers is now 78. Our largest cohort is between
75 and 85. So by far, most, if not all - no, most of our
brothers are retired and a good number of those are in aged
care facilities themselves.

Those who were directly involved in schooling, which
is again separated from the congregation, my recollection
is that there were four brothers who were engaged with
Edmund Rice Education Australia - two in mainstream
schooling and two in what we call Flexi Learning Centres.

MR FREE: What's a Flexi Learning Centre?

BROTHER CLINCH: Flexi Learning Centre is a reasonably new
concept. It wasn't introduced by the congregation.
Edmund Rice Education Australia - it is their invention.
It picks up students who we might say fall through the gaps
of regular schooling, and they are quite in number now,
mainly in Queensland but now going to most states of
Australia.

MR FREE: Can you just explain a little what Edmund Rice
Education Australia is?
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BROTHER CLINCH: Yes. Back in 2007 when Oceania Province
came into being, Edmund Rice Education Australia commenced.
There had been somewhat good planning beforehand, many
years before - it may have been a decade before - leading
to this of 2007. They gradually took over the governance,
both civil and canonical, of all previous Christian
Brothers schools. At the end of 2013, Edmund Rice
Education Australia became, both civilly and canonically,
independent from the congregation and I think what
Sister Berneice called earlier a ministerial PJP.

So for us, you could either get a PJP, public juridic
person, which before was the equivalent of myself or
a bishop; you could apply to the Vatican; or you could
apply through the local Bishops Conference. For reasons
which I'm not 100 per cent certain on, the Christian
Brothers went through the Vatican. So we're of pontifical
regard there, so they gave us, after due process, the right
to have a PJP.

That PJP belongs not to one person but belongs to
a group of people called the council of Edmund Rice
Education. They, in turn, appoint a board, who really do
the managing and the executive arm of EREA.

MR FREE: It is also established as a company for civil
law purposes; is that right?

BROTHER CLINCH: Correct. Their business name is Edmund
Rice Education Australia and it is a company and they have
the capacity to take loans and own property.

MR FREE: Thank you. Is it the case that there is
a delegation from the province to Edmund Rice Education
Australia for the governance of the schools? Is that how
it works?

BROTHER CLINCH: No. The Christian Brothers Oceania
Province and EREA are separate. That was pretty strict at
the beginning, how we could get the boundaries right.
There was a bit of blurring, maybe, early. But I know for
my role now, I would be in contact - we have one formal
meeting a year, which is not in the constitution, but we do
it, with the Edmund Rice Education council, which would be
a half-day meeting followed by dinner. That's our formal
contact. And I would have some contact with the executive
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director of Edmund Rice Education if they want to clarify
some historical matter.

MR FREE: Are there any Christian Brothers on either the
council of Edmund Rice Education or the board?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, there are. There are two on the
council at the moment, and at this stage I don't think
there are any on the board. There was one last year, but
that person has resigned.

MR FREE: I think you indicated in your statement that the
position in New South Wales, at least until fairly
recently, was slightly different, but there was a transfer
in process. Has that been completed?

BROTHER CLINCH: No, it hasn't. As we know, there is an
archdiocese and two dioceses in Sydney - Parramatta and
Broken Bay. We have negotiated with the local bishop
there, the ordinary, about the - we call it in canon law
that the bishop needs to give a mandate to the EREA to run
a school there. So any school, even when we're
Christian Brothers - you come into that diocese or
archdiocese at the invitation of the local ordinary. So
those two schools - there is an agreement. A mandate has
been offered. The legal signing over of properties,
et cetera, hasn't happened as yet but is in the process of.

With the Archdiocese of Sydney, the negotiations are
still at an early stage, but they have commenced and I know
that the president of the council has met with the director
or the CEO of the archdiocese, Mr Dan White.

MR FREE: So until that happens, Edmund Rice Education
Australia is running the schools in New South Wales, but it
is doing it on behalf of the institute; is that right?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, the congregation. Yes, they are
delegated, you might say, by myself to do that. At this
stage, I would have had very little involvement.

MR FREE: You have said in your statement that the
Christian Brothers no longer have vocations within
Australia; is that the position?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, that is correct.
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MR FREE: Can you just explain a little what you mean by
that?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes. The Christian Brothers, in
Australia we're about 280. As I said, most of our brothers
are 75-plus. I think our oldest Australian Christian
Brother is 53, and he did his novitiate in 1983.

MR FREE: Do you mean your youngest?

BROTHER CLINCH: Sorry, yes, our youngest would be 53.
I know that we had a novitiate - a number of people joined
us in the 1990s but didn't stay very long. We had
a novitiate in Sydney in the early 2000s, and that was
mainly for a New Zealand brother and a Papua New Guinean,
and, again, they have not stayed.

MR FREE: You no longer have facilities in Australia to
offer the novitiate?

BROTHER CLINCH: Correct.

MR FREE: Do you seek candidates for the order?

BROTHER CLINCH: It's a point of contention with our own
brothers, but we don't. Some would say that we shouldn't,
which I'm partly in favour of, and there were others that
said we've folded up the tent too early. But it's my
opinion that if you look at the statistics and you look at
the evidence that is around us, we need to be gracious in
our final years and make sure things are in place - for
example, Edmund Rice Education Australia - who can do that
work effectively and well.

MR FREE: Do you envisage, then, brother, that in 30 or
40 years, Christian Brothers will essentially just be
a brand on schools run by laypeople?

BROTHER CLINCH: I don't think even the brand will be
there. It will be Edmund Rice Education Australia.
I think the brand "Christian Brothers" will be no more.

MR FREE: Thank you, brother. I take it that the
Christian Brothers no longer has any involvement in
orphanages or out-of-home care institutions?

BROTHER CLINCH: No, they haven't. The ones in the west
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where we were in Victoria, all those - they've gone. They
don't even exist any longer. I think as Sister Berneice
said, we are at the moment part of the membership of
MacKillop Family Services. That amalgamated way back in
the 1990s some time, the middle 1990s, with the Josephite
Sisters, Mercy Sisters and the Christian Brothers; our care
agencies there combined into one. They effectively are
autonomous from us. I think the members meet twice a year
and we have one member of our province leadership team who
is one of those members.

MR FREE: That's a governance body for MacKillop?

BROTHER CLINCH: Correct, a cosponsor and you might say
governance.

MR FREE: Brother Clinch, have you read the data report
which has been published by the Royal Commission, or at
least the parts of it which relate to the
Christian Brothers?

BROTHER CLINCH: I have had a perusal, yes, and I've heard
of it.

MR FREE: I just want to ask you about some of the key
figures in relation to the Christian Brothers. They
indicate 1,015 people made a claim of child sexual abuse
against the Christian Brothers. The average age of those
claimants was 11 years of age, and 98 per cent of them were
male. As a result, the Christian Brothers has made the
highest total payment of any of the religious institutes.
It has paid out some $48.5 million in relation to
763 payments.

A total of 301 Christian Brothers were alleged to be
perpetrators, and taking into account the weighting for
service, which Ms Furness explained a few days ago, the
conclusion in the report is that 22 per cent of
Christian Brothers who ministered between 1950 and 2010
were the subject of a claim of child sexual abuse.

Now, you must have had cause to reflect on those
numbers?

BROTHER CLINCH: I certainly have, yes.

MR FREE: Can you tell us what your reflections are about
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those numbers and what they mean for the Christian
Brothers?

BROTHER CLINCH: They were shattering for me and I find it
hard to put words around it, but I will try now. I'm
appalled, shamed, humbled when I saw those stark figures.
I had a realisation that abuse had happened. I knew that
back in the 1990s when they started to become quite public.
I think I was shocked beyond my capability, nearly, in the
Ballarat hearing when I was there for most of it, hearing
the impact statements. It was during that hearing that the
figures started to be released. I think Gail Furness
actually mentioned some of the numbers then.

So when the numbers came recently, I wasn't kind of
blown over, but they were just so terrible. I deeply
regret it and it challenges our brothers to the core while
we exist.

MR FREE: Have you formed any views of your own, brother,
about whether there are any particular characteristics of
the order, either now or in the past, that might explain
what seems to be a particularly high propensity for abuse
to occur?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, I certainly have. I've had a number
of small groups of brothers to share with me and our team.
It's the senior men - a 90-year-old that I had stay with
me, and I will give what he said. He said, "In the early
days, we valued the individual. Like, even in the very
early days, we had tailor shops and bakeries as part of the
institute that would meet the needs of individuals. And
then competition seemed to come in, competition for exam
results or gaining entry into public service or things like
that, and so the emphasis shifted from meeting individual
needs to the image and the reputation of the institute, the
school. And with that came the scourge of corporal
punishment, the harshness, thinking that this would gain
better results and give the student a better advantage in
life. But in fact, it could have even done the opposite."

There are other factors that certainly come in.
I think even when the first Irish brothers came to
Australia, there was frenetic activity by brothers. We are
doers rather than reflectors. So I don't think,
particularly in the days when this abuse happened, we
reflected or thought about what are we doing, why do we do
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it? And I think we became the foot soldiers of the Church.
We worked damned hard in the name of good education. By
working hard, I mean you would be up early for your
religious activities. You would be in school fairly early
preparing. You might coach football or a sporting team as
well as teach. For myself, I did part-time university
studies to improve on qualifications. And you became
exhausted. And for those who were in the residential
institutions, it was even more so, because they would have
had supervision duties on top of that.

So with the lack of reflection and seeking some form
of gratification, unfortunately that did happen in a form
of abuse of children. And coupled with that, those early
years of formation, where the Christian Brothers - I think
you mentioned it, asking Sister Berneice about humiliation.
Well, that happened with us.

MR FREE: Brother, back in Case Study 11, which concerned
the Christian Brothers, one of the matters that was looked
at was a study that was in fact commissioned back in 1996
by the Christian Brothers.

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes.

MR FREE: That sought to investigate these issues - were
there problems with the Christian Brothers that might
explain, in particular, levels of abuse? One of the key
conclusions of that study was that formation practices
historically, as well as elements of community life, were
not only deficient but in fact harmful to brothers. Is
that something that you see as significant?

BROTHER CLINCH: Very. Yes, that was the Faulkner report.
I have read it. It wasn't widely received at the time.
I think in 1996 we had a general chapter - that means all
the provinces of the congregation worldwide came together -
where it was presented. I don't think it was used
effectively enough, and I regret that to this day.

But still the point that you asked me, is the violence
of early formation or abuse there, humiliation - it was
there. In the brothers' community, particularly in my
early years, and I go back nearly 40 years, where there
were bigger communities - like, for example, some
communities would have been the size of 20 brothers - there
was what we called banter, but the banter was really not
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about fun; it was about putting others down through
innuendo, joke, and I think that was harmful. I know that
some of my co-confreres found it very difficult and left
the congregation, mainly due to the lack of love or
intimacy by fellow community members. Now, I think the big
difference is that the communities are a lot smaller and
the sharing is a lot better.

THE CHAIR: Brother, I think everyone can understand what
you say about the circumstances in which brothers were
formed, and the culture, and we hear what you say about
those matters leading to physical abuse of children,
physical domination. But why sexual abuse? Can you help
us there? Why sexual abuse?

BROTHER CLINCH: My only thinking, your Honour, would be
around the area that a lot of brothers before my time, but
those who were involved in the 1960s, 1970s and 1950s, when
this abuse was at its worst, would have entered so-called
juniorate formation, so some would have been as young as
14, and they entered and really lived a religious life as
if you were a 25-year-old under vows. Even though they
weren't under vows, they still lived a very strict routine.

I think it was Peter Evans who gave the evidence which
I recall, and I semi-paraphrase what he said, that it
stunted their psychosexual development and they were uneasy
with adult relationships. And so I think this resulted,
unfortunately, with the poor development of psychosexual
emotional development in relationships, and the dominance
over young people exerted itself in a very catastrophic
way, in the way of abuse, both physical and sexual.

THE CHAIR: Now, I take it that the culture that you speak
of, when you were formed and others, and the generations of
which you speak - I take it that culture has been with the
Christian Brothers for a long time; would that be right?

BROTHER CLINCH: It's hard to know to put a length on it,
but, yes, it would have been for decades. Well, my reading
of history, your Honour, was that our founder, Edmund
Rice - it came soon after that, where the competition crept
in. So it wasn't soon after the original years. So, yes,
they have been there a long time, and it has been built
upon, built upon, until, I believe, at the present time, it
has collapsed. There has been an implosion. Because the
foundations have been rocked.
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THE CHAIR: The inference you would draw from accepting
that it has been there for a long time is that there would
have been many children who were abused, who of course have
now passed on. We just have no way of understanding how
many children have been, over the time of the
Christian Brothers, abused in their institutions.

BROTHER CLINCH: Sadly, that is the case, and it's my
understanding, particularly in the west, with the homes or
the orphanages that were there, and it's just not those who
are deceased; probably there are some who have never come
forward.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Brother Clinch, I want to reflect on
the future a little, if I can. My understanding of the
evidence given to us both in case studies and in these
hearings is that secrecy and a lack of internal
accountability resulted in a full knowledge of the extent
of abuse that was going on, and your own remark about how
you were shocked at the Ballarat hearing indicates that
kind of attitude, and this is despite these matters coming
to public notice from the 1980s, really, on a wide scale.

It seems to be that a tradition and practice of
secrecy and to cover up issues - in other words, for an
outgoing provincial not to give complete files to an
incoming provincial; for an outgoing bishop not to give
complete information to an incoming bishop - has been part
of the culture which has allowed perpetrators to continue
to abuse over decades, as opposed to being stopped in their
tracks.

Have you made any efforts, as a very senior man in
your order, to persuade those to whom you report
internationally to change that culture of secrecy and
cover-up and the lack of accountability?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, certainly. I agree that there is
evidence and you can't deny that that did happen in the
past.

Currently, I'm appointed by our congregation leader,
Hugh O'Neill, who is a Canadian by birth - there is
a leadership team in Rome. Now, we meet annually, now,
that's their decision. So I was in Rome last year, June,
for two weeks, and at that meeting this very thing was
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raised and was discussed at length by other provincials of
the congregation, and we started a draft protocol that
would be, in effect, for the whole congregation.
Unfortunately, I haven't got it; it's not even in written
form yet. We are meeting again this June and that's the
intent, to finish that.

I know Hugh O'Neill is very much aware of the
Australian scene. He has contacted me several times
wanting updates and raised questions about a couple of
brothers that he had heard of. So he is very much aware.
And our records now are far more transparent in that all
our meetings - I belong to a leadership team and it's very
much a team approach to leadership rather than a focus on
me, the provincial. In that team, we must have accurate
meeting minutes.

Shane Wall, from the province professional standards
would be part of that monthly meeting and give us updates,
and we in turn. So there are checks and balances starting
to emerge that are part of our organisation.

And I know that the CLT - that's the congregation
leadership team - intend visiting us next year, and they
will be here for about six weeks and they will spend most
of their time with us, the leadership team. I have no
doubt that the professional standards, recording, how we
are responding to abuse cases, will be part of that agenda.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Which I hope would include early
reporting to the police or to the child protection
authorities?

BROTHER CLINCH: Oh, yes, that's - yes.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: That's part of the protocol?

BROTHER CLINCH: I can't recall, but I would hope - you
have raised it here and that protocol hasn't been completed
and it certainly can.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: Can I clarify one thing arising
from that. Can you just explain to us the extent of the
Christian Brothers around the world and which countries are
actually increasing not diminishing?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes. At the moment, my latest figures
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would be that there are about 980 brothers,
congregationally, and the growth, if you want to call it
that, where there are novitiates, are in Africa, where we
have two novitiates, or really one at the moment, but there
are two situations; and in India.

There is a slight growth in South America, but there
is no novitiate at the moment. And I think in the United
States of America, I read in their latest bulletin, that
they have taken one novice recently.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: You have indicated to his Honour
some of the factors that you believe have given rise to
sexual abuse, but just to explore that a little bit
further, what we see both in Ireland and in Australia seems
such an extraordinary deviation from the charism and
mission and values of the founding father, Edmund Rice, and
others, that it is hard to understand how an organisation
can so deviate from its original purpose, as we have seen
in these two countries.

What is in place that would ensure that in these
emerging countries, where the Christian Brothers are
continuing to grow, that would not occur again? So it's
not just about child protection, but it's actually
something that is far more fundamental. And the figures in
Ireland are even more shocking and alarming than the
Australian figures. So how is it that, going forward, this
same institutional dysfunctionality would in fact not
occur?

BROTHER CLINCH: That's a great question, Commissioner,
and it's one that has played on my mind, even though my
jurisdiction is within Oceania.

When we meet together - I know that there are programs
for formators, and there has been a special program only
this year in Lusaka, in Zambia, where those who are in
initial formation - that means those who are the leaders of
that formation - are coming together, and I know now that
any appointment to the formation of young men into the
Christian Brothers has to be made by the congregational
leader, not by the local provincial. So they are vetted at
both levels, both provincial and higher level.

I know that in Africa there are particular issues
there that are local, but in the way that you say it - it
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is very true - the founding charism has been shaken, where
we would stand in solidarity with those made poor, and what
we did, we added to the suffering rather than alleviating
it.

So I know that in Africa they have gone more to
community development projects rather than to large
institutions. In Africa, we would not run any residential
homes.

I know in India, they have stopped doing that. I know
in India, they have stopped the juniorates. So they will
only take people well on their - advanced in years. In
Africa, I know that their postulancy, or beginning, they
have two years of postulancy before they even go to the
novitiate and they are required to have a minimum level of
education. So there are things in place that mean that
a man would come nowhere near 14; he would be more like 25,
even, to start the process. So they are some things that
are starting to emerge.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: Thank you.

MR FREE: Brother, do you receive any professional
supervision?

BROTHER CLINCH: I do take professional supervision by an
external psychologist. And the thing that we've started to
do as a team, we have found that we were traumatised by
what was happening - that's what people were telling us,
the feedback, that we were in a state of trauma - so we
have instituted and started group supervision by a trauma
therapist and we meet that woman about every six weeks or
as required, and we met her often last year.

MR FREE: Who is the "we" that you are talking about
there?

BROTHER CLINCH: At the moment we have what we call an
OLT, an Oceania leadership team. So when I'm appointed
leader, there is a leadership team appointed. So there are
five on that leadership team at the moment. We had six but
it has gone down to five. We meet monthly, every month,
for one week. There is an agenda. We have about three
days of agenda meeting, we might have supervision, and then
we have reflective practice. We would take one or two
topics, of which we don't have an agenda, and we reflect
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about it.

All decisions that are made are noted at that meeting
by our secretary, and it's a consensus model. It's not
done by me, and I certainly don't want it that way. So
it's a shared responsibility of the province, but, legally,
I am the leader.

MR FREE: Brother, can I just ask you a little about how
the institute manages claims that have come through and
that might still be coming through. You have indicated in
your statement that the process under Towards Healing is
a process that is available, but it's not your preferred
process for managing claims; is that right?

BROTHER CLINCH: Correct. Well, I don't know if it is our
preferred, but we are certainly not moving - we're have
having more non-Towards Healing claims than with them, yes.

MR FREE: You have described in particular a system of
dispute resolution that was worked out between your
lawyers, Carroll & O'Dea, and Waller Legal, which is
Dr Vivian Waller's legal firm. Can you just explain a
little for the Commissioners and those listening what that
process involves?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, it has proved to be the best process
for us. That's all I can say for that.

I think the essential difference that has come in,
talking with Waller Legal and our lawyers, is an agreement
of how the process will go. So it's not combative. It's
consensual. It's victim focused.

One thing that is significantly different is that
before we would enter a mediation process of the two
groups, we would say that the person needs to be legally
represented, and that's where Waller comes in -
Vivian Waller - and that is costed within us, with the
province.

The other significant part for me is that we have
trained up, myself included, the leadership team, plus
about four other brothers, so there is a pool of about 10,
and we are prepared to meet with the survivor, if they
require it, if they ask for it. So that's where the power
is. They don't have to meet a Church authority if they
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don't want to. But if they do, they can.

For me, there are three components to that. There is
compensation financially. There is the offer of
counselling, which many take, and other supports. And the
other is the apology. At times, I feel that the apology
gets a third run. But my experience is that the apology is
crucial in many ways, if the survivor wants it, to bringing
some sense of resolution, dare I say healing, towards that,
of the abuse that happened in the past.

My personal experience of that is what I gauge that
comment on, to the extent that even some - two, in fact -
have invited me to their homes to meet their families and
have a meal with them. I thought that was the best I could
hope for. Even though the damage and the hurt is still
there, their acceptance of what has happened and their
desire to get the best opportunities to move on with their
families has happened.

MR FREE: So is the apology something that you deliver
personally?

BROTHER CLINCH: If it is required of me, I will. And
a letter or personal - I will do that. But often it is not
me; it would be arranged through our Professional Standards
Office and maybe one other brother. But we have a brother
do it where the survivor would want that. Again, the
emphasis on the needs of the survivor. From my
understanding, if a survivor met a Christian Brother, it
might be retraumatising. So of course we wouldn't want
that. Sadly as it is, that is the fact.

MR FREE: I understand one of the advantages, at least in
your eyes, of this process is that it is a fast one. Can
you give us an indication of how quickly, using this
process involving Waller Legal, you can resolve a claim
once it is notified to you?

BROTHER CLINCH: No, I can't because I can't recall.
I think it would be over some months, because the actual
mediation might take a day or less, and once the mediation
has happened - but the lead-up, once the notification has
come, we have received information from Waller Legal and
they want information from us, so it would take us to do
the research and forward that information that is requested
to them - that may take some time. But we do believe it is
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far quicker and more satisfying doing it that way. So the
actual mediation might be a couple of hours, a day. If the
mediation doesn't come to some resolution, we may have to
get an independent person, a mediator, to help, but I don't
think that happens often. And I believe that - well, it
really hit me that a lot of the men, in Perth in
particular, are senior men. They need the healing, they
need the compensation now, and I think we do it as rapidly
as we can.

MR FREE: The Christian Brothers, following Case Study 11
in the Royal Commission, had a process of re-examining
settlements that had already occurred. I think you have
indicated that there were 201 requests to re-examine
previous settlements, and that resulted in 165 settlements
being reopened and additional money being paid, in fact
nearly $14 million in total. Now, that was mostly using
this Waller Legal process, was it?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, it was. I think at least 70 of
those, yes.

MR FREE: Did you reach any conclusions about what had
happened the first time around to produce what, on
reflection, were thought to be such inadequate settlements
in so many cases?

BROTHER CLINCH: I haven't given it a lot, but, to me,
there may have been elements of denial and we thought we
were going to be taken to the cleaners, which we could
still, but there was kind of a defensiveness, a reluctance
to come and speak with legal people. I think Vivian Waller
has allowed us, and opened to us, that there is a humane
approach that can happen. I don't think that approach was
there previously.

MR FREE: Can I ask you to address a question which
his Honour put to Sister Loch earlier, which is that people
who have been in orphanages - and that would include a lot
of the people who were in Christian Brothers institutions
and suffered abuse - have an additional level of trauma and
suffering because of their personal circumstances. Is that
something that you are satisfied that you and others
dealing with them understand and are appropriately trained
to deal with?

BROTHER CLINCH: I personally probably am limited in it
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because of my own personal training. It's my understanding
from advice that I'm given that it's the counselling that
is very important. So it is just not good enough,
I believe, to send a person off to a counsellor. We have
to try to help and associate and name counsellors that are
really skilled in this area, and I know Gerardine Robinson,
whom I've had conversations with, has really emphasised
that with us. So there is particular training in
counselling around trauma that can help the survivor.

I think sometimes counselling, if it is not focused on
the needs of the client, can go wrong and I just wonder of
the assistance that could be given to that person. But
I do agree with your comment that there is a double level
of trauma that needs to be acknowledged in those people
that have had that happen to them.

THE CHAIR: You say that you have to try to help associate
and name counsellors that are skilled in this area. Now,
are you presently doing that?

BROTHER CLINCH: I wouldn't know the counsellors that
people are going to at this stage, no, your Honour.

THE CHAIR: Do you think you should check that out?

BROTHER CLINCH: I think that would be very important. My
hope would be that our Professional Standards Office - and
I will check that today - would have that knowledge, and it
is their recommendation that certain people go to certain
counsellors, and the same with the legal advice, that the
survivor would also have that knowledge. But me
personally, I don't have that knowledge.

MR FREE: Brother Clinch, have the Christian Brothers
formed a view yet about whether they will opt in to the
Commonwealth redress scheme?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, we have. I believe that we've
started our own redress scheme, and certainly at a cost,
but we believed it was the right path to go if we were to
be survivor/victim focused. What I've seen and read about
the Commonwealth redress scheme, I certainly hope it takes
off and is effective.

THE CHAIR: Does that mean the Christian Brothers are in?
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BROTHER CLINCH: From my present knowledge, yes, I would
want them to go in. But I think, as we all know, it's
pretty sparse, the detail, even though what states - well,
hopefully all states will come in. But that's my
knowledge. I'm not quite sure if all states are going to
be present, and yet we would have claims from all states,
so how is that going to be done? And my other concern,
your Honour, would be that we've spent - the figures are
there - millions of dollars so far on our own redress
scheme. How is that going to be accounted for? You know,
we've only got --

THE CHAIR: That has been provided for in the
recommendations we have made. So you need not be worried
about that.

BROTHER CLINCH: Good. Well, I will certainly follow that
up.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Have you read our redress
recommendations?

BROTHER CLINCH: I did when they came out, but they are
not fresh in my memory. I haven't read them in recent
times.

MR FREE: Brother Clinch, you have explained in your
statement part of the child protection framework that
applies in the Christian Brothers and the role of a person
who holds the title of the Children's Services Standards
Coordinator, and that's a Dr Pauline Meemeduma. Can you
just explain a little about who that is and what that role
involves?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, certainly. Dr Pauline Meemeduma is
highly trained and has done good studies and lectured in
university in the area of child protection, and she is also
engaged by foreign governments to go and do special work
with them in the area of child protection, the development
of policies. So she is highly qualified and highly valued
within our group.

We would have a number of services, as we call it
there, that would meet with children and have children's
programs. There are no brothers involved, but the brothers
of Oceania Province supply a small amount of money to
sponsor those, and it is our belief that we need to be
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absolutely certain that the volunteers are well trained in
the area of child protection and that Pauline would oversee
that, and she does. She does the training herself.

The other area in which we have engaged Pauline, only
in more recent times, is in the auditing of our community
residences that they are child safe. She has made
recommendations about where brothers, if they have
allegations against them, should not live. So Pauline is
a valuable resource to us as a province and I would meet
with her regularly, and she works with our ministry
leaders, as we call them.

MR FREE: Thank you. Does she also provide advice on how
to deal with brothers who have been the subject of
established allegations - that is, they have either been
criminally convicted of offences or they have been found by
the Christian Brothers to have been perpetrating abuse?

BROTHER CLINCH: Not directly. Most of that would be - we
have another arm, which is different but connected, which
is the Professional Standards Office. That has an
executive officer and it has a number of staff to assist us
in those historical claims, as well as brothers and their
appropriateness if they have been criminally convicted or
there have been civil matters that prove that there are
some matters of concern there.

MR FREE: What is the protocol or the policy for dealing
with brothers in that position? Are they required to leave
the order?

BROTHER CLINCH: No. At this stage - this was a matter
that caused me great concern and I've grappled with it
since Ballarat. Over the past 12 months to 18 months, we
have developed a protocol in that area. It has taken
longer than I had hoped, but we did consult all our
brothers and we had wide consultation. I believe that was
required if we were going to educate our brothers in this
matter.

So to start with, we've grappled with it and it has
been a big topic of conversation, particularly for the
leadership team. I listened to Gerardine Robinson, and we
had sought her advice outside of the Commission, before,
because we had times when our brothers were at Encompass
and Vitality, the programs that she conducts. So I'm aware
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that it can be helpful to the community at large if we have
restrictions on some of the men and they remain within the
community.

But we've also decided that there are cases where it's
not possible to live within the community, that they just
wouldn't fit, public perception is so strong, that there
needs to be dismissal of those brothers.

MR FREE: Is the power of dismissal something that is
available to you as the provincial?

BROTHER CLINCH: No, it is not. So if I decided, the team
decided, that a certain brother should leave, we would ask
that brother to leave and make the process simpler for him
and for us. If that case was not to happen, I would have
to then write a letter of explanation to the congregation
leader, and he in turn would make representation to the
Vatican, who ultimately, then, dismisses the brother from
his vows.

MR FREE: Is that something that the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith has a role in, in the Vatican?

BROTHER CLINCH: No, it's the group of religious life and
institutes, I think.

MR FREE: It is the case, then, is it, Brother Clinch,
that in exceptional circumstances you will ask a brother to
leave and, if that doesn't occur, seek to have them
dismissed, but the ordinary position is that you would seek
to manage the brother but keep them within the order?

BROTHER CLINCH: As best we can.

MR FREE: Are they under a formal plan or agreement of any
kind?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes. Since Ballarat, a lot has happened,
and again another protocol has been developed that outlines
what we will do, and I've tendered that. Brothers who are
under suspicion, even those who have been convicted and,
say, been released, must go on what we call a safety plan.
The safety plan outlines how the supervision will happen,
their place of residence, whom they shall meet with,
et cetera. And then there is a care plan.
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This was one that shocked me a bit. The care plan is
for them, as we know that self-harm can happen. So we make
sure that that care plan would include counselling,
supervision, medical treatment and companions in their own
life that can accompany them outside of the house of
residence.

MR FREE: Who is responsible for supervising them and
making sure they adhere to these plans?

BROTHER CLINCH: Ultimately it would be the leadership
team. We have one brother on our leadership team who is
responsible for professional standards. They would report
to him. But we have a supervisor, and they would oversee
any brother that is on a plan to make sure that they are
done and adhered to, and every three months, we have
decided, we have an external person that's outside of our
order - outside of our Catholic organisation, even, we have
decided - who gets reports from the supervisor - we call it
the monitor - who will monitor and make recommendations
about any of those brothers. So it is three tiered - the
initial supervisor, to the monitor, to the leader.

MR FREE: Thank you.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Brother Clinch, I'm unclear on on
what occasions you might recommend a dismissal of
a brother. The evidence before us and other inquiries and
our own information from private sessions is that care
leavers and others who have suffered sexual abuse and other
abuse from the Christian Brothers recognise that
convictions address the crime, but they don't address the
damage.

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Those people tell us that the
lifelong damage to them and the allegations, which are
mostly unprovable, of large numbers of suicides and early
death as a result of the abuse are never recognised by the
court process, and can't be, because the court has to deal
with a crime. But the Christian Brothers can recognise
that in their decisions as to how to treat the person who
has been convicted.

So when you make a recommendation, for instance, for
dismissal, do you actively examine the damage that person
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has done?

BROTHER CLINCH: Certainly. There is one case at the
moment that is very relevant and I've seen the damage there
by the number of complaints. I understand, because I've
met with some of the survivors and they have told me their
stories, so I appreciate the lifelong damage that has
happened, and to their families as well. I'm very aware of
that and very sad about it.

To me, the tipping point, whether a person - and
I call them a person; they're a brother, but they remain
within our community - those who remain within our
community, if there is denial or lack of remorse, I would
say that's a sign that the community can't hold them
properly, so that would be a tipping point, for me, whether
a person would be dismissed or not.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: As far as I understand it, the
evidence to us of the pathology of such individuals is that
they are likely to be deceitful and in denial. But my
question remains: do you formally assess damage in making
your decision as to whether dismissal should occur or do
you not examine that as a material matter?

BROTHER CLINCH: Well, we have records of each of those
people, and those records would be examined by myself or by
those who are making those decisions to the level. But do
I have psychological reports on all of those to that level?
Some do; some don't. So I would not see all of those, say,
psychological reports of damage. But most of them are on
file and I do read them if they come my way, or I ask for
them.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: So to conclude, in precise numbers,
have you, in your term as provincial, recommended any
Christian Brothers for dismissal?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, I have.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: How many?

BROTHER CLINCH: Two.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: That is out of how many that have
come before you?
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BROTHER CLINCH: Well, there are many, those who - well,
the figures indicate that. There are others that need
consideration. There are only two that have come to my
actual table for examination.

THE CHAIR: I think we will take the morning adjournment,
Mr Free.

SHORT ADJOURNMENT

MR FREE: Brother Clinch, on this topic of how to deal
with brothers who either have been convicted criminally or
have been found within the Christian Brothers to have
committed sexual abuse, within your order is there an
intermediate position where a brother in that position can
be materially supported and supervised, and perhaps even
live in the community, but be stripped of their status as
a brother and no longer have the title, for instance, of
brother?

BROTHER CLINCH: That would be my preference, yes.

MR FREE: Is that an option that is presently available?

BROTHER CLINCH: It will be. We haven't actually enacted
such a thing yet, but certainly it is on our agenda.

MR FREE: Does it require some change to your constitution
or anything of that nature?

BROTHER CLINCH: I would say - and I haven't researched
it - for a person to live within our community, as I've
been using it earlier, it would require - what I would do,
anyway, is contact our congregation leader and discuss the
matter with him.

I know, in our understanding of religious life, we can
give permission for a person to live outside of the
community for a certain period of time and yet remain
within the congregation, so I'm assuming that the reverse
can happen as well. And we've had people live with us that
are not brothers. That's fine. We've had that quite a bit
over the time.

MR FREE: So that's your own preferred way of dealing with
people in that position; is that right?
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BROTHER CLINCH: Yes.

MR FREE: The difference from the current practice is the
formal removal from the order and the stripping of the
title of brother - is that the main difference?

BROTHER CLINCH: Could you say that again for me, please?

MR FREE: Just comparing that with how they might be
managed at present, is the main difference that they would
be formally removed from the order of brothers and they
would no longer be called a brother?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, if that was the case, which we would
explore, that would be the case. Even now, we encourage
them, "Don't use the term 'brother' because it is offensive
for some people", and they would just go by their name,
Joe Blow, or whatever it is, and they certainly don't wear
distinctive garb.

MR FREE: Thank you. Just on a related topic, an issue
which has caused some ongoing controversy, and in fact was
the subject of an article in The Age yesterday, is the
provision of money by the Christian Brothers to brothers
who are the subject of criminal charges to assist with
their legal costs.

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes.

MR FREE: Can you give us an indication, firstly, of what
the policy is?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes. Again, that's another one we have
grappled with. I know the case very well that you speak
of. Over a period of time - and I very much rely on expert
advice here, and we have a consultative committee, which is
chaired by a former County Court judge of Victoria with
a rich experience on parole boards, et cetera, who has
enabled me and given me wise counsel, and the members of
that committee. There is a protocol, and underlining it,
the basic principle is we want to enhance the legal justice
system. We don't want to clog it up or delay it. So that
would be my basic premise that we operate from.

So when a particular case - it's case by case, and we
have had quite a number recently. It's case by case that
comes before me and our leadership team. And the other
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thing is that we get independent counsel advice from
a Queen's Counsel that is located in Melbourne. He would
receive the information that is required and would give us
advice, again, on which way to go.

So the one that is most recently in The Age newspaper,
we agreed that if the person pleaded guilty, we would
support the plea, full stop. That was conveyed to the
person and his legal team, and that's what has happened.
So I know - I wrote the letter myself on this one - that we
would not contest and we would not pay for any trial and we
would not pay for any appeal.

MR FREE: When you say it is assessed on a case-by-case
basis, then, what are the criteria that you are looking for
in particular cases to decide whether or not to provide
funding?

BROTHER CLINCH: Well, again, as I said, we want to
enhance the legal system, don't clog it up. And also very
primary to all this is that the case of the victim, the
survivor, would be high on our consideration - what is best
for them. Obviously, for a person to plead guilty and go
relatively easily through the court system is good for the
victim, the survivor, in my belief.

Other times that I know, we have had a couple of cases
recently and the Queen's Counsel advice was that the case
wasn't strong, so we said, "No, we will not fund this." It
was a former brother, in fact. An appeal was made to us to
sponsor. He went ahead with his own funds and lost the
case. So it just verified that the advice we got was
correct, even though some were quite disappointed that we
didn't financially support him.

So it really goes on a case-by-case basis. Really,
I am not a legal person - I state that - and I'm very much
reliant upon the very good advice that we have, and that
advice I trust at this stage because I have no reason not
to trust it.

MR FREE: Thank you, brother.

Brother Carroll, can I turn to you, please. Can you
state your full name?

BROTHER CARROLL: Peter Gerard Carroll.
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MR FREE: You have provided statements to the
Royal Commission for the purposes of this case study on
17 October 2016 and two statements on 9 December 2016, one
relating to the education arrangements and the other
relating to formation; is that right?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes.

MR FREE: Are the contents of those three statements true
and correct?

BROTHER CARROLL: As far as I know, they are.

MR FREE: You have previously given evidence to the
Royal Commission in Case Study 43; is that right?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes.

MR FREE: Brother, you are the Provincial of Marist
Brothers in Australia?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes.

MR FREE: How long have you held that position?

BROTHER CARROLL: Since September 2015.

MR FREE: The Province of Australia covers all the Marist
Brothers within Australia; is that right?

BROTHER CARROLL: That's correct, yes.

MR FREE: Until 2012 there were two separate provinces; is
that right?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, from 1948 until 2012 there were two
provinces - the Sydney Province and the Melbourne Province.

MR FREE: Do you have any overseas responsibilities?

BROTHER CARROLL: We have a ministry outside Phnom Penh in
Cambodia, where there are Australian brothers, which we
have an oversight of. There is a local board that manages
that directly. We also have some brothers in East Timor,
in Bacau, and they work mostly in the teachers college
there.
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MR FREE: To understand the current activities of the
Marist Brothers, the Marist Brothers continue to be heavily
involved in schools; is that right?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, yes. Of our 214 brothers, there
might be, say, 35 who are part time or full time in
schools, and there would be another number of brothers who
are involved in the general administration of the system of
schools.

MR FREE: So the 35 you have referred to, you are talking
about people involved in teaching positions?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes. We would have, I think, eight
brothers who are principals of schools. We would have
others who are involved in the pastoral services, the
counselling, the learning enrichment programs. There are
very few who actually teach classes, though.

MR FREE: In terms of the organisational structure of the
schools system that the Marist Brothers are involved in,
you have explained in your statement institutions that are
called MSA schools. Can you just outline briefly what they
are?

BROTHER CARROLL: Marist Schools Australia is the entity
that governs and manages our schools. There are 12 schools
which are under the sole governance of MSA and there is one
which we co-govern with the Diocese of Sale. So there are
13 across the country.

The MSA leadership team, which is made up of
a national director and the regional directors, have
responsibility for overseeing the management of those
schools.

MR FREE: Are they laypeople or brothers?

BROTHER CARROLL: There is one regional director who is
a brother, and the other three are laymen.

MR FREE: There are also regional councils underneath
that; is that right?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, they are advisory, the regional
councils. They look at the schools in the clusters where
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they are and they offer advice about the finances, the
policies, the human resources, the direction, the strategic
planning of the schools.

MR FREE: Who are the members of those councils? Are they
laypeople or brothers?

BROTHER CARROLL: I think they are wholly laypeople.

MR FREE: Just outside the educational sector, can you
give us an indication of what some of the other Marist
Brothers are doing in their ministry and, in particular,
any activities that involve regular contact with children?

BROTHER CARROLL: I don't think there are many involved
outside schools, to be honest. We are a bit similar to the
Christian Brothers in that our average age now is 73.4, so
there are a good number of brothers who are retired from
full-time ministry and part-time ministry who are in care
or receiving care. I still think that the majority would
be involved fairly directly in some sort of work in and
around the schools, of those who are. There would be some
who do community volunteering work, but there are probably
not too many of those.

MR FREE: In terms of people entering the order, are you
still receiving candidates into formation in Australia?

BROTHER CARROLL: A trickle. We had two professed in 2015
and they were the first to be professed since January 2011,
I think.

MR FREE: Their formation involves a combination of
Australian and overseas activities; is that right?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes. They would have begun in Australia
here as what are called aspirants, so they showed some
interest, and then they would have moved into the more
formal stages of formation. But given the very small
numbers of people interested and the resources required to
operate a formation house or program, we use the facilities
of other provinces.

So they both did a novitiate in the United States, and
then following that, they went to Manila, where they had an
international post-novitiate program for 12 months. Then
they returned to Australia last year for further study.
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MR FREE: One of the things you have indicated in your
statement is that since the late 1990s, temporary professed
brothers are required to attend weekly sessions with
a trained psychological counsellor, and you said this
reflected a conscious decision by the Marist Brothers to
encourage full and frank disclosure of any personal issues
that may arise for a temporary professed brother.

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes.

MR FREE: That's still the arrangement, is it?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, that is the arrangement and
I believe that is in place.

MR FREE: So when in the period of formation does the
temporary profession occur?

BROTHER CARROLL: That would be at the end of the
novitiate. The brothers would take their first vows at the
conclusion of their novitiate, and they move into that
phase that's called the post-novitiate formation phase, and
it's during that period that they would have access. Now,
I can't guarantee it is every week, but it is regular
counselling or therapy that they would have.

MR FREE: How long does that phase last?

BROTHER CARROLL: That can last up to four years, or even
slightly longer, depending on the course of study.
I suppose we have tried to personalise the formation more,
especially now since people are coming to us who are
a little older and some of them have finished all their
tertiary studies already. So for those who have concluded
their tertiary studies, it may not be as long as for those
who are younger and haven't done their tertiary studies.

MR FREE: Post final vows, what arrangements are in place
for the supervision and counselling of brothers?

BROTHER CARROLL: I think post final vows, it would be
encouraged but not mandated. I certainly would hope that
brothers would have access to a counsellor or
a psychologist or a therapist or a supervisor, but, in the
end, the decision is theirs.
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MR FREE: What about yourself - do you have a professional
supervision arrangement yourself?

BROTHER CARROLL: I have arrangements in place, yes, and
I have had rather extensive periods in rather intense
therapy, myself.

MR FREE: Is that just something you take of your own
initiative or is there a policy or any guidance you
receive?

BROTHER CARROLL: No, there is no policy as such, although
I have been very strong in advocating that the members of
our Professional Standards Office, for instance, have
supervision and support. I think it's something that is
just very important for the wellbeing of those people.

MR FREE: Can you tell us a little about the governance
structure and how you are both assisted as provincial and
also kept accountable as provincial? What are the
structures in place?

BROTHER CARROLL: We are in a period of transition. There
was a time a couple of years ago when basically the
province had the full responsibility and governance and
oversight of all of our ministries.

We are developing a new structure and a new entity,
but that hasn't yet evolved fully. We are developing what
is called an association, the Marist Association of
St Marcellin Champagnat. That will be in itself, as the
others have indicated, a public juridic person, which means
that it will be able to conduct works of the Church in the
name of the Church. We haven't got there yet because we
haven't managed to achieve canonical approbation yet, but
we hope that will come.

So at the moment, what has happened is that the
provincial council has delegated full responsibility for
the oversight of ministries to what we call the Association
Council, and the Association Council then has governance
oversight of all of the ministries. On that council, for
instance, there are nine members - there are three
brothers, three women and three laymen. I am the chair and
leader of the association at this point, but in time that
will devolve to the person who is elected by the
association as the leader.
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MR FREE: So will the position of provincial continue to
exist under the new model?

BROTHER CARROLL: For the brothers only, so that as long
as there is a province in Australia, or that we are part of
a province, then there will be a provincial. But that
provincial might not - and probably won't, in time - have
any direct connection with governance or supervision of
ministries, of institutional ministries.

MR FREE: Does the governance and supervision of
institutional ministries effectively include the
supervision over the brothers who are performing those
ministries?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes. Our understanding would be that if
you are in, say, a Marist school, you are accountable to
the principal of that Marist school, to the regional
director, to the national director, and so the same
standards and protocols would apply to the brother as to
any other person in that school.

MR FREE: In terms of international supervision over the
province, can you just explain a little what arrangements
are in place and to what extent you need to report to
international bodies?

BROTHER CARROLL: I think it is very similar to the
Christian Brothers in the sense that I was appointed as
provincial by the superior general, but that was after
a consultation with the brothers. So I'm accountable to
the superior general. But in many ways there is not a lot
of supervision from the general council. We are very much
sort of a federation model where each province is quite
autonomous within the constitutions of the Institute.

MR FREE: Do you have the authority, as the provincial, to
dismiss a member from the order?

BROTHER CARROLL: No, it's the same as with the
Christian Brothers. I can get approval from my council to
recommend to the superior general that a brother be
dismissed, and then he would need to take that to the
Vatican office for a decree.

MR FREE: What about suspending a brother, so rather than
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dismissing from the order, suspending them from ministry or
directing that they can and can't do certain things - is
that within your power?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, we can and we have done that quite
regularly, I suppose, in terms of these particular issues
that the Commission is exploring. There are brothers who
are stood aside from ministry, others who are told they can
have absolutely nothing to do with young people, so, yes.

MR FREE: None of that requires the superior general to
consent or support that action?

BROTHER CARROLL: No.

MR FREE: Brother Carroll, have you read the data report
published by the Commission as it relates to the Marist
Brothers?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes. Yes, I have.

MR FREE: That, again, has some stark figures relating to
the Marist Brothers - for instance, 486 claims of child
sexual abuse made that were responded to by the Marist
Brothers, leading to some $31 million being paid in
relation to 286 claims, and the assessment of the
proportion of Marist Brothers who ministered between 1950
and 2010 who were the subject of a claim of child sexual
abuse is 20.4 per cent. Now, you must have had cause to
reflect on those numbers?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, and we provided the data to the
Royal Commission, so we were well and truly aware of the
numbers and of the list and of the names. So, yes, it's
something that has, I suppose, preoccupied me for some
time, wondering how offences could occur, to start with,
and why in such numbers.

MR FREE: Can I ask you what conclusions you have reached?

BROTHER CARROLL: Well, I don't know if I have reached any
final conclusions, but what I do know is that there doesn't
seem to be any easy answer; there doesn't seem to be one
reason.

There is a web of factors that have contributed to it,
tragically. We know that there is a gender issue. We know
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that all the offences, so many of the offences, are male,
for whatever reasons there are in our psyche.

We know that there is an access issue. I mean, we did
operate a lot of schools. We had about 20 boarding schools
or residential facilities. But that doesn't account for
it, either. So there has to be something personally, like
in the individual. There has to be something structural,
something cultural in the life that was lived, and I think
some of those have been identified.

We have looked, we have seen, the screening.
Screening was virtually non-existent. I mean, when
I joined the brothers, we had no psychological testing at
all and I think it was probably distrusted at that point,
in the 1970s, to a certain extent. And then, obviously, we
had some paedophiles in our ranks, who were not identified,
and that accounts for a good number of the terrible abuse
of victims.

We had poor formation and training. I've said this to
some of my friends, and they've said, "Well, you know, we
as married couples didn't getting training in psychosexual
development." But I'm meaning more than that when I talk
about formation. I'm talking about formation into
a particular profession, the training that probably was
very limited and that a number of people had very patchy
training. I think the formation into the Church, so there
probably was that sense of entitlement - that's akin to
clericalism and some of the brothers would have seen
themselves as set apart and special. So I think there are
all those aspects of formation.

I would agree with what Peter Clinch said about the
culture that developed here in Australia. We were a French
order. We had a very charismatic founder. I think his
original vision, the original culture, was quite noble,
self-sacrificing. In fact, he told us we should never use
corporal punishment. He told us that if we had students in
a dormitory, there should be two brothers in a dormitory.
Somehow, when we came to the context here, we failed to
live up to those standards that were set early on.

But I think there was this sense that we were working
for the Church. There were brothers who worked very hard,
and I think their life got out of balance. I think that's
part of it, too.
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They might all sound like excuses, but they are not
meant to be. They are just meant to be getting some sort
of understanding about the culture of the time.

The other thing was that the formation also resulted
in a lot of people being very immature. They were taken
from families at 12. They grew up when they were
institutionalised, so I think that had an effect on their
relationships and I think it sort of caused dysfunction in
their ability to relate to people.

They would be some of the issues that I have
considered, but I was also interested in what Dr Robinson
said last week about the inhibitors - what were the
inhibitors or why were the inhibitors to abuse lost? Why
were they reduced? That's something that we need to
continue to consider: what brings about that loss of
inhibition?

MR FREE: I have asked you so far about features that
might help explain why the abuse occurred, but are there
any particular characteristics of the order that you think
might explain why the response to abuse was inadequate?

BROTHER CARROLL: I think there were structural problems.
For instance, there was very poor administration, in one
sense. It was very unprofessional. I mean, going back
into the 1960s or before, the province administration was
one man travelling around. There were very few supports.
It was a very unprofessional sort of arrangement, in one
sense, in terms of what we would regard as professional
operation today.

There was also a very hierarchical model where
everything had to be taken back to the leader, and the
leader had to make the decisions. So I think that's
another factor that led to the reasonably poor management
of these things.

Then I suppose when the abuse issues started to come
forward very publicly in the 1990s, it was a bit like
Mark Coleridge said at the very start of the
Royal Commission: it was as though the people handling
this were stunned in the lights of an oncoming vehicle.
They didn't know what to do and they were sort of a bit
frozen. Once again, that's not an excuse but I think at
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least a partial reality of what happened.

MR FREE: The Marist Brothers have commissioned a research
project by Professor Robert Bland of the Australian
Catholic University, which is going to investigate some of
these very issues. I think at least at the time of your
statement, that report had not been completed. Has that
happened yet?

BROTHER CARROLL: It's not complete. It is ongoing.
I must admit, we were probably a little ambitious in
thinking we would have it finished quickly, and the process
seems to have moved rather slowly through the university
ethics committee, but it has come out the other end and
Professor Bland does have a plan of action and it will take
place in the next four months.

MR FREE: You have indicated in your statement that you
envisage that that will produce findings that will, in the
first instance, go to a research advisory team, and at the
moment you haven't formed a view, but you will consider
whether the findings of that research will be made more
widely available. Is that still your position?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, that's still our position.

MR FREE: So is it possible that that will be published to
the community generally?

BROTHER CARROLL: It's very possible, yes.

MR FREE: Who will that decision fall to?

BROTHER CARROLL: I suppose it would have to fall to the
provincial and council, the provincial council.

MR FREE: That's the first research project of its kind
within the Marist Brothers?

BROTHER CARROLL: As far as I know. Certainly in
Australia, yes.

MR FREE: You have also had external advisers engaged in
reviewing some of your professional standards structures;
is that right?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, we have used a Sydney group called
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WestWood Spice to review our province policies and
processes, and we use a group called CompliSpace to oversee
and to offer advice about our ministry's policies and
procedures.

MR FREE: You have in the last few years also established
some new professional standards bodies - a Province
Professional Standards Advisory Committee; is that right?

BROTHER CARROLL: That is correct.

MR FREE: They provide advice on child protection issues
and also how to handle historical complaints?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, and now more solely focused on
brothers and brothers communities and historical abuse.

MR FREE: Is that because a different committee looks
after other issues not directly affecting brothers?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, the association has a subcommittee,
their own Professional Standards Committee, who supervises
the professional standards and child protection in schools
and ministries.

MR FREE: So they are responsible for developing and
publishing policies that apply in those schools?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes. That group there has seen the
development of the standards which we have recently
published, and the other group is responsible for the
development of the province policy.

MR FREE: In relation to formation, I neglected to ask you
earlier about ongoing formation. Can you just tell us
a little about what ongoing formation arrangements you have
for Marist Brothers?

BROTHER CARROLL: We are very well supported by our
general administration, who run a number of programs at
various points in the life cycle. At the moment, there is
a suite of about four of them - one for brothers some years
after their final profession, one for brothers in their
40s, a mid-life one, and then a third age for the older
brothers. So we have access to all of those, and we take
them up. We also have the facility, I suppose, to offer
brothers other courses or programs as the need arises.
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MR FREE: Are they new arrangements, the things you have
just described, or things that have been around for some
time?

BROTHER CARROLL: The suite of four, that's new, but there
have always been two international programs - well, not
always, but for a good number of years, there have been
two, which were the mid-life and the older one, the third
age program.

MR FREE: In terms of the professional supervision that is
available to brothers and others working in ministry,
I think you have indicated in your statement that
professional supervision is arranged by the relevant
authorities that look after particular ministries, for
instance, Marist Schools Australia, Marist Youth Care,
Marist Solidarity and Marist Youth Ministry - is that the
position for each of those?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, the CEOs or the boards of those
would have some oversight of that. I can't speak
100 per cent accurately about how often that supervision is
conducted or taken up.

MR FREE: Do you know what form it takes?

BROTHER CARROLL: Well, I suppose there's the professional
supervision of an agency, for instance, so the CEO is
accountable to the board; the principal is accountable to
the regional director; the people in the school are
accountable to the principal. So in terms of professional
life, there would be those accountabilities as well as
performance reviews from time to time.

MR FREE: Did you hear the evidence last week about
pastoral supervision, a particular form of supervision
provided by trained pastoral supervisors?

BROTHER CARROLL: No, I didn't hear that.

MR FREE: Are you familiar with that type of supervision?

BROTHER CARROLL: I think I am, depending on what was
said, I suppose.

MR FREE: Are you aware of anyone within the Marist
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ministries receiving what is called pastoral supervision?

BROTHER CARROLL: I really couldn't answer that question.

MR FREE: Thank you. The Marist Brothers were the subject
of some criticisms in Case Study 4 in the Royal Commission,
in particular in relation to the responses to complaints
and the responses on behalf of the leadership to complaints
and the management of complaints. You have indicated in
your statement that there have been some learnings from
that case study and some revisions to the way claims are
managed. Can you perhaps just outline what has changed and
how the Marist Brothers have responded?

BROTHER CARROLL: One of the changes that is most obvious,
I suppose, is the relatively small number of survivors who
are coming forward and wanting to use Towards Healing.
I think at present there might be a little over 10 per cent
of people who are coming forward. But I think that we do
probably follow the protocol more closely and make sure
that if it is the wish of the individual to use the Towards
Healing protocol, then we run it as they wish. So we enter
into some dialogue with them.

But the key elements of it we would still have, such
as the pastoral meeting, the opportunity to hear what the
survivor has to say, the financial compensation and the
necessity of having a legal representative oversee any
document that comes out of that.

MR FREE: Does the Marist Brothers fund the legal costs of
claimants to receive advice to assist them in bringing
their claim?

BROTHER CARROLL: It can, and I suppose, in a sense,
oftentimes when the financial settlements are made, they
are inclusive of all - of costs, to that extent. But if
someone came to us and wanted assistance, we would
certainly do it. Most recently, the one I was involved in
in Western Australia, we certainly did pay the costs of the
gentleman there to go to a lawyer to review the deed.

MR FREE: A moment ago, I think the effect of what you
said was that only 10 per cent of people who are coming
forward want to use Towards Healing - is that what you
meant?
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BROTHER CARROLL: Yes.

MR FREE: What are the other ways that you are processing
claims?

BROTHER CARROLL: The vast majority are through civil
litigation.

MR FREE: There has been reference in the last couple of
days to an event that was held at Marist College Canberra
in November of last year called the Liturgy of Lament. Is
that something you were involved in?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, I attended that and I spoke at that
gathering.

MR FREE: What brought that about?

BROTHER CARROLL: I think it was the community. It was
a community that has been very harmed, that has suffered.
I think the principal of the school there and the community
in the school believed there was the need for some tangible
sort of symbolic expression of sorrow and regret to those
people. So it was really at their instigation.

MR FREE: Has that happened in other places?

BROTHER CARROLL: Not in any of our other schools that I'm
aware of. But that doesn't mean that they won't, and we
are certainly very open to supporting that and encouraging
it.

MR FREE: The Marist Brothers were also the subject of
case study 13, which referred to two particular brothers
who had perpetrated abuse. One of the criticisms that
emerged from that case study was poor records and the way
that contributed to inadequate response. Now, is that
something that the Marist Brothers have addressed in recent
times?

BROTHER CARROLL: I think since the beginning of the
Royal Commission - and it probably pre-dated that - there
has been a developing sense of professionalism and that has
been certainly sharpened since those first hearings that we
were involved in.

We have a comprehensive recording, digitised recording
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that is accessible. We have established a database so that
material is available very quickly. So yes, I think the
records now are well handled; I think they are well
managed.

MR FREE: Does that include digitising of historical
records?

BROTHER CARROLL: We have had all of our provincial
council minutes digitised so that if there are questions
about individual brothers or former brothers then we can
access that information quickly.

MR FREE: Do you have an issue or did you have an issue
when you were undertaking that project of the kind
Sister Loch referred to earlier, with records being in
other buildings or other institutions and not being in the
central record repository?

BROTHER CARROLL: Well, I think that would be the case
with some of the records still. So that if we have an
inquiry from a survivor or a claimant, we have to go to the
schools, oftentimes, to collect some information and to
collect material. But in terms of our own provincial
council minutes, they were together and we just brought the
Melbourne ones to Sydney and had them digitised.

MR FREE: What about personnel files - are there such
things and have they been digitised?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, there are personnel files and
they've been aggregated here in Sydney. A lot of them are
in our archives. We haven't digitised them. We're talking
about a huge volume of material. But they are accessible -
I mean, what is on file. Because, as I said,
professionalism was something that didn't characterise our
early days.

MR FREE: You have also referred in your statement to the
systems that are in place dealing with information about
religious who might move from one place within Australia to
another and you have referred in that context to a new
Australian Catholic Ministry Register which has been
developed. Can you just explain a little what that is and
how it is intended to work?

BROTHER CARROLL: That is being rolled out by the National
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Committee for Professional Standards, and it is essentially
so that clergy and religious are recorded and their
suitability for ministry with young people and vulnerable
adults is recorded, and that's accessible to any diocese -
or any parish, I suppose - around the country. So it
should make that process of checking on people who are
coming in to work in the diocese so much easier and
quicker.

MR FREE: Do you have any Marist Brothers in ministry in
Australia who were ordained or took their vows overseas?

BROTHER CARROLL: We have one brother currently working in
Sydney who was from Nigeria, and is here for a short-term
placement and will return to Nigeria in the middle of the
year. So that's one brother.

MR FREE: Is it a common arrangement?

BROTHER CARROLL: Most uncommon, really. I mean, it may
become more common, given the number of brothers, but I
think it's unlikely.

MR FREE: You will have heard me ask Brother Clinch some
questions earlier about the policies in the
Christian Brothers as to how to deal with brothers who have
been the subject of criminal allegations that have been
proved in the criminal courts or complaints that the order
has found to be substantiated.

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes.

MR FREE: Can you explain what the policies of the Marist
Brothers are for handling people in that position?

BROTHER CARROLL: We had quite a vigorous and rigorous
debate about this issue at our provincial council meeting
after hearing number 13.

So what we have done is we have kept the brothers in
the province. We have placed them under restrictions. So
the restrictions are that they can't have any ministry or
access to young people; that they need to live in a
location that is separate from schools; that they need to
adhere to supervision and in that way try to ensure that
they don't offend again.
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So we have in fact developed those plans more
comprehensively into safety and wellbeing plans. We have
a safety and wellbeing officer who forms part of our
Professional Standards Office team and she oversees those
plans, the implementation of those plans. She meets with
those what we call restricted brothers, reviews them and
then periodically makes adjustment to the plans in
consultation with other people in the professional
standards area.

MR FREE: You have referred to a rigorous and vigorous
debate. Were there those within the Marist Brothers who
favoured more extreme action?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, the debate was about whether we
should dismiss and when we should dismiss. And, you know,
the opinions varied from they should all go to they should
all be kept for safety and security purposes.

MR FREE: With the policy that you have settled on, people
having the "restricted brother" status, they remain
formally part of the order; is that so?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, they do.

MR FREE: Are they allowed to call themselves brother if
they wish to?

BROTHER CARROLL: We haven't formally taken that from
them, but, in one sense, there aren't many occasions in
which they would, because they don't have any public
profile or public ministry. So they are likely to be
living in places where they wouldn't even be recognised as
a brother.

MR FREE: Do you know if, under your constitution, it
would be possible to have a different status whereby they
were dismissed from the order, no longer brothers, but
would have all the other arrangements you have described -
they would still live in communities and still be subject
to a safety and wellbeing plan?

BROTHER CARROLL: I doubt if that is part of the
constitutions currently. But I do know that we have
a general chapter coming up in September and one of the
issues that is on the agenda for that is the whole
disciplinary issue for offenders and how they should be
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dealt with. So I'm not sure what will come out of that.
But there is no provision for that at this stage. I think
you are either a brother in training and a brother, or not.

MR FREE: What is the Marist Brothers' policy when it
comes to funding legal assistance for brothers who are the
subject of a criminal charge?

BROTHER CARROLL: Well, it is very much, as Peter Clinch
has said, a case-by-case basis. Most of the men who have
gone through a court process - and in fact, say, the three
who are in gaol currently - have all pleaded guilty, so
that certainly assists the speed with which the matter is
resolved.

When others are quite adamant that they are not
guilty, then we have, I think, a responsibility to assist
them. So that's what we do, we fund them, as we do the
ones who plead guilty as well.

MR FREE: Is it the case that you would assess it on
a case-by-case basis or is it just the general policy that
you do fund their defence?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, well, I think it is a general
policy that we fund it, yes. But it would depend, and we
haven't got to this - like, if there was a request for an
appeal, for instance, then that is something we would have
to assess very carefully.

MR FREE: Thank you. Brother Carroll, have the
Marist Brothers formed a view about whether they will opt
in to the Commonwealth government's redress scheme?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes, I think we are very keen to be
involved in the redress scheme and we certainly hope that
it is a national redress scheme, because one of the
problems when you are a group that operates across
different jurisdictions, states and territories, is dealing
with different requirements. So it would be great if it
was a truly national redress scheme. We would be very keen
to cooperate with it.

MR FREE: Sister Loch, I think I neglected to ask you that
question: has the Institute formed a view about whether it
wants to opt in to the Commonwealth redress scheme?
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SISTER LOCH: Yes, we've strongly supported the work of
the Truth, Justice and Healing Council in trying to promote
that and we're very grateful to the Commission for that
recommendation. Certainly hope it will succeed and we will
be there.

MR FREE: Thank you.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: I just have some brief questions to
you, please, Brother Carroll, on celibacy. I just want to
understand, is celibacy mandatory for the Marist Brothers?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: And if, hypothetically,
Marist Brothers orders wanted to opt for optional, rather
than mandatory, celibacy, would they be able to do so or
would they have to refer to the Vatican?

BROTHER CARROLL: I don't think that would be feasible
under our constitutions.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: But if you changed your
constitution - could you do it without referencing the
Vatican as a whole?

BROTHER CARROLL: No, they do have an oversight of
constitutions and they would need to approve them.

Having said that, I'm not sure that the style of life
that is a religious's life would be compatible with the
married state, so I think it is a matter where people have
to decide if they want to be married or if they want to be
part of the brothers, and so over the years there have been
many men who have started off life in the brothers and then
left to get married.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Thank you, because I wished to
understand whether religious orders, in their autonomy, had
the same sort of licence as, for instance, the Maronites
have.

BROTHER CARROLL: Not in that sense, no. Not in terms of
married clergy. We are not clerics anyway, so it's just
a brotherhood.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Thank you.
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THE CHAIR: We can have a guess, brother, but can you tell
us what are the aspects of the brothers' life that would
preclude married brothers?

BROTHER CARROLL: I suppose it is the life in community,
that the brothers live a communal life and that that would
be quite difficult in terms of the present structures or
the traditional structures of religious life generally.
That would be the main factor, I suppose.

THE CHAIR: So you would have to change the way you
operated?

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes. Well, I mean, you know, for
instance we have communities where there are two, three,
four, six, ten, fifteen brothers living together. So if
they were married with families, then that would be very
different.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: Brother Carroll, could I just
ask a perplexing question. The Christian Brothers in the
mid-1990s did an international study on the causes and
contributing factors to child sexual abuse. The Marists
commenced that in 2016. Given the extraordinarily high
numbers of alleged perpetrators, is there any explanation
as to why the order didn't see fit to do a thorough
systemic review of what went wrong?

BROTHER CARROLL: No, I can't give you any reason, and
I think it was a shortcoming. I think it's something that
we should have done previously.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: But looking back on it, is that
just simply a failure of previous leadership to understand
either the magnitude of the problem - which is hard, given
the numbers that you are aware of - or was there something
else at play that would have precluded that being seen as
necessary or important?

BROTHER CARROLL: Well, initially it might have been some
sort of sense of denial that the issue was as big as it has
turned out to be, and then maybe that was a lingering
issue. But other than that, I can't account for it, no.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: Related to that, I suppose, is
that there is a phenomenon in the Marist Brothers which
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comes out in the numbers: of the top 28 institutions in
terms of the number of claims, the Marists have four -
St Joseph's College in Hunters Hill, the Marist Brothers at
Hamilton, Canberra and Parramatta. I think three of those
schools are still Marist schools.

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: The numbers in relation to each
of those are quite high.

BROTHER CARROLL: Yes.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: And on face value, it indicates
a clustering of abusers and certainly multiple victims.
I understand you have a study going. Is there any
explanation that you have been able to find why those
particular institutions have such clusters of perpetrators?

BROTHER CARROLL: No, there's no answer to that. But I do
know when you refer, say, to the school in Canberra, many
of those are from one individual. Many. The majority.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: That's right. But has there
been a thorough examination, either by yourselves or your
education authority, as to the breakdown in governance in
those institutions?

So we do have the individual offending - as you say,
in Canberra, a particular individual stands out - but if
you look at those four schools there is a fundamental
systemic issue as to governance that operated or failed to
operate during those periods of abusive behaviours.

Has there been a thorough study, either by the order
itself or your education authority, as to the failure in
governance in those institutions?

BROTHER CARROLL: Not into those institutions in
particular, no.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: So a question arises from that:
does the order itself recognise that poor governance
contributed in some way to the abuse that took place in its
institutions and, if so, what would be the key elements of
that poor governance?
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BROTHER CARROLL: Well, I think that that is - it can't be
refuted. I think there were, you know, governance
shortcomings. What they were - you know, one could be what
I spoke about before, was the centralisation of authority
and the whole hierarchical model that was in use.

Another could have been the whole lack of voice given
to young people, so that the complaints were not brought
forward by them, so that they weren't believed in some
cases.

There could have been a very rigid control mechanism
that was part of the culture of those schools. But I would
have to think more and research more into that.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: And is that going to be subject
to the review that the brothers have commissioned?

BROTHER CARROLL: Well, it's fairly broad. The terms of
reference are fairly broad. So it can certainly become
part of that if it is not already there. They are looking
for the factors that account for the abuse, so whether
that's cultural, structural, personal. I would hope that
they will receive coverage at each of those levels.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: Thank you.

MR FREE: Your Honour, I was just about to start with
a different witness. I will proceed if you --

THE CHAIR: Let's start.

MR FREE: Brother Payne, can I turn to you, please, can
you state your full name?

BROTHER PAYNE: My legal name is Kenneth William Payne.
I am generally known as Brother Ambrose Payne.

MR FREE: You are the Professional Standards Officer for
the De La Salle Brothers?

BROTHER PAYNE: That's correct.

MR FREE: That is for a region which covers Australia,
New Zealand, Pakistan and Papua New Guinea?

BROTHER PAYNE: Correct.
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MR FREE: You have been a member of the order since the
1950s; is that right?

BROTHER PAYNE: Since 1956.

MR FREE: You served as the visitor from 2005 to 2012?

BROTHER PAYNE: Yes.

MR FREE: What is the role of the visitor?

BROTHER PAYNE: The distinction is basically whether the
institute consists of administrative units of districts or
provinces. The De La Salle Brothers have always maintained
an administrative system which is a district, or known as
a district, hence we're the District of Australia,
New Zealand, Pakistan and Papua New Guinea, whereas there
are different distinctions in terms of the rights of
a province as opposed to the rights of a district.
Generally speaking, a province has more autonomy than
a district.

MR FREE: So within your system, the visitor --

BROTHER PAYNE: Is effectively the provincial, is the
easiest way to think of it.

MR FREE: Thank you. But with, what, a greater degree of
supervision by the international order?

BROTHER PAYNE: That was the original theory. Probably
from the General Chapter 1986, probably from that time, we
became highly decentralised.

MR FREE: You have provided two statements to the
Royal Commission, one dated 31 October 2016 and one dated
13 December 2016?

BROTHER PAYNE: That's correct.

MR FREE: Are the statements true and correct?

BROTHER PAYNE: Yes, to the best of my knowledge.

MR FREE: Thank you, brother. Now, the De La Salle
Brothers have some involvement in schools; is that right?
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BROTHER PAYNE: The De La Salle Brothers currently have
responsibility for four schools in Australia and one in
New Zealand; responsibility for three different
establishments in Papua New Guinea; responsibility for two
English-medium colleges in Pakistan and a number of Urdu
Christian schools. I think that covers the general
expansion of the educational responsibility.

MR FREE: Thank you. Within Australia, are the schools
administered through public juridic persons?

BROTHER PAYNE: No. Currently in Australia the
arrangement is that we have an incorporated body called
a mission council, which acts as a trustee for the
organisation in terms of the oversight of ministry, and
each of the schools are separately incorporated, as is the
major welfare work that we are concerned with separately
incorporated, as is a foundation which is fundraising
separately incorporated.

MR FREE: Do De La Salle Brothers continue to teach in the
schools?

BROTHER PAYNE: There are two De La Salle Brothers
teaching full-time in schools in Australia and New Zealand;
two who are school principals; and in Papua New Guinea
there are probably 10 De La Salle Brothers teaching in
schools or in the teachers college. We have one
De La Salle Brothers as a lecturer in Australian Catholic
University and we have in Pakistan 16 brothers engaged in
either formation or teaching in schools.

MR FREE: What other ministries, just focusing on
Australia, are the De La Salle Brothers involved in?

BROTHER PAYNE: The principal ministry is tied up with
what is called now yourtown, which conducts a telephone
counselling service called Kids Helpline and is engaged in
a number of employment support contracts with
a specialisation on the 18- to 25-year-old group. It also
conducts one family refuge and one women's refuge in
Queensland.

THE CHAIR: Mr Free, I think we might break now.

MR FREE: Yes, thank you.
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THE CHAIR: We will take lunch.

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

MR FREE: Brother Payne, just before the lunch break I was
asking you about the structure for the governance of
schools. Can I ask you, please, to tell us to what extent
are the De La Salle Brothers themselves involved in the
governance of schools?

BROTHER PAYNE: Now, they are involved, first of all, as
the members of each of the incorporated companies, so that
the membership of those companies is restricted to the
provincial council, with the exception of the mission
council, where the brother visitor is the sole member.

From the point of view of the boards, there are now
only three brothers, I believe, active members of school
boards. The rest are persons from the laity who have
volunteered, in general terms, their services to act as
board members following invitations to express an interest.
They are, in the majority, male, though there's a small
number of female members also.

The company which conducts now yourtown, which is the
successor of BoysTown, the company there is made up of one
only brother, a lay chairman, and the members of that board
actually responded to advertisements carried out through
the Association of Company Directors and have expressed
interest and have been appointed following that.

The overwhelming majority there are not Catholic, and
they include three women who have been on the boards for
BoysTown for probably five or six years. The chief
executive officer of the yourtown board is Tracy Adams, so
obviously female, and the chairman of the board in
South Australia is Marie Dorrington.

MR FREE: Thank you, brother. Now, I want to ask you some
questions about your response to the data which has emerged
in relation to the De La Salle Brothers. Taking into
account duration of ministry, the data report concludes
that 13.8 per cent of De La Salle Brothers who ministered
between 1950 and 2010 were the subject of a claim for child
sexual abuse.
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You've heard what Brother Clinch and Brother Carroll
said about their own reflections on their particular orders
about what might have contributed to the levels of
incidents of abuse giving rise to claims. Could I ask you,
do you agree with the factors that they have identified as
also being relevant to an understanding of the
De La Salle's historical position?

BROTHER PAYNE: Certainly. I think there are some other
factors which apply particularly to the majority of abuse
cases which have been recorded, which show a preponderance
associated with BoysTown Beaudesert.

MR FREE: Sorry, can you explain what you mean by that?

BROTHER PAYNE: I think the statistics show that something
like over 150 of those complaints have arisen out of boys
from BoysTown Beaudesert. When the list of institutions
with the highest number of complaints has been recorded,
it's BoysTown Beaudesert.

MR FREE: Are there features of the way BoysTown operated
or the way that De La Salle Brothers at that institution
operated that you think explain the preponderance of abuse?

BROTHER PAYNE: Yes. I think there are issues which are
both cultural and structural. I think in terms of cultural
issues, I accept and support the explanations that have
been put forward by other people. I wish to assure the
Commission that if I'm offering some observations, they're
not meant in any way to be excuses. There's nothing that
can excuse the preponderance of allegations that have been
made at BoysTown, and it's something that has shocked
people that have supported BoysTown over many years. It
has also been a question of a great deal of the loss of
confidence on the part of brothers, who thought that
BoysTown was in fact one of the jewels in the crown. And
from the point of view of the growing awareness of the
impact on people's lives, I believe that my experience in
the settlement of claims that have been made out of
BoysTown has brought about a similar awareness of the
damage that I'm sure the members of the Commission have
arrived at following private sessions with these people.

In that sense, if I put anything forward, it's meant
to be descriptive rather than a question of trying to
excuse.
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In terms of the culture, I think there are some
particular aspects of the culture of the De La Salle
Brothers that are perhaps just slightly in addition to the
matters that have been given to the Commission. I believe
that the first instance about the question of child abuse
is that it is almost certainly associated with a sense of
secrecy. It is an offence that occurs in secret.

In terms of the culture of the De La Salle Brothers,
over the progress through the 20th century, I believe that
that sense of secrecy was part and parcel of the culture.
I believe that it was demonstrated in such advice as was
given to me as a young brother, "Never ask a brother where
he's going, where he's been or where did he get that from."

I think also from the point of view of the question of
a sense of privacy, misplaced, but there's a sense of,
"Don't ask and don't tell", and I think from the point of
view of the responsibility of the brothers, in terms of
their exercise of leadership, there was an overvaluation of
the importance of confidentiality.

Those aspects, in my view, help to explain the
unexplainable or the indefensible, but at least I believe
they were particularly characteristic of the situation at
BoysTown from when it operated from about 1962 until 2002.

The structural kinds of things - you'll have noticed
in my CV that I did a study of BoysTown in the late 1960s.
The conclusion of that study was that there was no
theoretical underpinning for whatever was happening there.
In the first instance, that structural absence or that
structural deficit, in terms of having no clear indication
of the rationale, the outcomes, and certainly not in any
sense milestones or any of the things we take for granted
these days - I believe that that was a fundamental kind of
flaw from the beginning.

It took two administrations at BoysTown to regularise
the whole question of schooling, and that was, just for me,
an indication of the question of the ship not necessarily
being rudderless but certainly lacking in the kind of
directional reference points that you would normally
expect.

I believe the second structural aspect was the
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question of the challenge that the clientele of BoysTown
offered to the brothers who were there. It was a challenge
basically coming from young men who had, in many cases,
a record of placement in a whole series of correctional or
foster homes. I believe that the priority that was taken
to be the first necessity in such a situation with these
young men was the exercise of control.

On that basis, I believe the selection of personnel to
staff BoysTown was effectively the selection of people who
had proven themselves, in school situations, that they were
able to control young men. The question of whether that
control was exercised through excessive corporal punishment
was one of the conclusions of the Forde Commission's
inquiry into BoysTown, and I believe that when you look at
the statistics that are included in the extended statement,
you'll notice that there are something like 242 allegations
of physical abuse as part of the picture.

There's a good deal of evidence that suggests that
physical abuse is associated with sexual abuse, and
I believe that's another structural aspect of it.

The elements that both Brother Peter Carroll and
Brother Peter Clinch have indicated about the question of
supervision - we had a strong tradition in the district
that when a man was put in charge of a particular area, it
was up to him to make the most of it, and that became
a solitary kind of exercise. It has all the shortcomings
of any assumptions that are made that people can do things
without supervision, and from that point of view I believe
that that was another major structural issue that helps
account for the statistics as they result.

MR FREE: Could I just ask about a couple of aspects of
what you have said there. Are you drawing a connection -
when you talk about the lack of a theoretical underpinning
for what was happening at BoysTown, and I think in context
you were drawing a connection between that and the
incidence of abuse, what's the link that you see?

BROTHER PAYNE: I believe that there's possibly a link
from the point of view that if people do not have a clear
statement of intention, responsibility, rules of
engagement, if you will, then left to their own, in
circumstances in which there was a whole series of other
what I believe to be cultural issues at that time of the
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century, then the likelihood is that there's a less
effective method of establishing some kind of brake or some
kind of discouragement of behaviour that could not be
justified under any circumstances.

MR FREE: Is it for the same reason that you've talked
about it taking too long to introduce proper administrative
structures in schools?

BROTHER PAYNE: Yes.

MR FREE: Thank you.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Excuse me, Mr Free. Are you
suggesting as a framework a form of code of conduct -
which, of course, won't work unless it's effectively
enforced, will it?

BROTHER PAYNE: My first point was, I suppose, there was
no code of conduct, and I agree that the whole purpose of
codes of conduct or statements of intent or roadmaps for
a particular institution provide the basis for demands that
can be appropriately made. If those previous statements
aren't in position, then it becomes a question of chance,
really, as to what happens.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: In governance, just speaking
generally, rules, which is a word you used, are commonly
exhibited through codes of conduct to which people sign and
commit themselves.

BROTHER PAYNE: I have no problem with that.

MR FREE: Brother, you've talked about the culture of
secrecy historically in the De La Salles as possibly an
explanatory factor. Has that changed?

BROTHER PAYNE: First of all, from the point of view of
our reflections since about the time we closed BoysTown,
which was 2002, we closed it in the sense that we could no
longer adequately care for those boys that were coming.
I believe that that was a turning point in terms of our
willingness to at least discuss matters. But still, there
is an element of secrecy which is tied up with -
"confidentiality" is the encouraging term that is used for
it, but there is certainly a question of a deep respect for
the fact that not everybody has to know everything.
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MR FREE: Are there structures in place now that might
mitigate the risk of that continuing secrecy streak?

BROTHER PAYNE: There are, in the sense that we now have,
in the first instance, a well-established process of
referral of our decisions and of the allegations that might
be made to an external consultative committee. The
advantage of that is that that consultative committee,
which consists of the provincial, the deputy provincial,
myself, a lawyer, three ladies and a public relations
person - that consultative committee meets six times
a year, and on the basis of that, regularly receives
reports of the progress of complaints that have been made,
the details of those complaints and the proposed action
that should be taken.

MR FREE: Is that one of the operational reforms you've
described as having occurred since the Royal Commission
started?

BROTHER PAYNE: Yes, that's it.

MR FREE: And you've also, I think in that same period, so
in the last three or four years, introduced a full-time
Professional Standards Office?

BROTHER PAYNE: Yes.

MR FREE: You also have, I think in that same period,
introduced an external audit process?

BROTHER PAYNE: I think my statement says it's in
progress. The external audit process - and obviously
Catholic Professional Standards Limited obviously comes in
on top of that and would be seen to be perhaps
a substitute.

The challenge that faces the district is that the
question of child protection in four different
jurisdictions is an extraordinarily complex one, so that
the first establishment of the audit was to say what are
the baselines. So we did an extensive study of child
protection requirements and regulation in Australia,
New Zealand, as they exist in Papua New Guinea and as they
exist in Pakistan. You'll understand that in Pakistan,
child protection ensures making sure there are great walls
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of security around schools so that terrorists can't attack
children. So the levels of child protection and the issues
of child protection across those four jurisdictions are
extraordinarily different.

You will be aware that in New Zealand, the approach to
the question of child protection is much more community
based than it is in Australia in terms of the legislature
that's in place.

With those kinds of things, the next thing to do was
to establish what we regarded to be the standards that
could be tested across the district, and those standards
are set out in various policy documents, of which the
Commission has copies.

The audit, then, has really only taken off in close
kinds of detail, in Pakistan, where the effort has been to
try to explore the processes in our schools there and to
say these are what we're looking for and these are the
kinds of issues. There are significant issues that are
tied up with Christians as the minority in Pakistan which
are different.

As far as our Australian schools are concerned, we
believe that the standards that we've proposed are gold
standard. We also believe that each of those schools has
to meet the requirements of the Catholic Education
authorities within the jurisdictions, and our approach
there to the audit is simply to compare and tick off what
has been covered and to suggest that if there is something
that hasn't been covered, then that might be addressed by
the school as an additional extra.

MR FREE: You anticipate, do you, that the work of the
Catholic Professional Standards body which has been
introduced might take up that work?

BROTHER PAYNE: My understanding is that the principal
work of that committee, in the first instance, or that
body, in the first instance, will be the establishment of
suitable audits.

MR FREE: Thank you, brother. Now, in terms of formation
for your order, I understand from your statement that it's
something of a trickle for your organisation; new
candidates in Australia are fairly rare these days?
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BROTHER PAYNE: The last person to join us in Australia
made his final profession last Saturday. He did his
training in the United States and is currently teaching in
New Zealand.

MR FREE: How often do you have someone present for
candidacy in Australia?

BROTHER PAYNE: We've had two or three young men express
an interest. Their interest has been encouraged in the
same way as Brother Peter Carroll described in terms of an
aspirancy. Currently in the community that I'm living in
in Bankstown, there is one young man there who has just
commenced an aspirancy program, but it is not yet
a formation program. He is a trained teacher. He has
gained a position in the school that we participate there
in Bankstown and he's operating there.

MR FREE: What's the policy of the De La Salle Brothers in
terms of brothers who have been either criminally convicted
or found through other processes to have committed acts of
child sexual abuse?

BROTHER PAYNE: The policy has to be regarded, I think, at
two levels. There is an awareness of the Pope's
declaration on the Feast of the Holy Innocents this year in
terms of zero tolerance. The strict interpretation of zero
tolerance leaves no option but to say that the person
should leave the institute.

Whilst the Pope may have said that in terms of the
statement on the Feast of the Holy Innocents, the fact is
that the canon law, as I think you've probably been
reliably informed, does not yet catch up with the
pronouncement. So our efforts are, therefore, to see to
what extent we can exercise zero tolerance in our own
backyard.

Currently the issues that are open to us are to
absolutely prohibit the engagement of a person in such
a situation from any ministry. Currently we are in the
process of appointing an officer similar to that one
described by Brother Peter Carroll in terms of supervision,
because our concern is that whilst there's a great deal to
be said about the advantage of persons remaining in the
institute because they are less danger there than they
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might be in the general community, the reality of
supervising persons who are afflicted in the way these
people are is an extraordinarily difficult practical
managerial operation, and we are not yet satisfied that
despite our exploration of things like circles of support
and accountability, which we've had a good look at -
despite that, we are not convinced that we have in fact
addressed that issue satisfactorily of supervision. So
that's basically where we are on that.

MR FREE: So in practical terms, with a brother in that
position, do you ask them to leave the order?

BROTHER PAYNE: We ask them to leave the order of their
own volition. We had a brother in that situation who
obtained his dispensation in the last three weeks.

MR FREE: Have you had any brothers who have been asked to
leave the order and who have declined?

BROTHER PAYNE: Yes.

MR FREE: What do you do in that situation?

BROTHER PAYNE: We continue to negotiate. In the
particular case, we have prepared a brief for our
procurator general - I'm sorry for that, but the procurator
general of the institute is the man who has the
negotiations with the Vatican as his responsibility.

We prepared a brief to be addressed to the
congregation for societies of apostolic life seeking to
take advantage of one of the canons which says, if all else
fails, persons can be dismissed.

The interpretation of that, however, has resulted in
us receiving an indication back that the same kind of
application was made by our own general council last year,
and the sacred congregation declined to accept it and
pointed to the ordinary provisions of the canons, which set
out a whole process, which is very difficult to implement
after the offence has been committed.

MR FREE: Does that then mean you're obliged to continue
to treat that brother as part of the order?

BROTHER PAYNE: Yes.
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THE CHAIR: What's the nature of the difficulties?

BROTHER PAYNE: Sorry?

THE CHAIR: What is the nature of the difficulties of
which you speak?

BROTHER PAYNE: The nature of the difficulty is that the
persons that we're speaking about are persons who have in
fact either been convicted or have in fact been found by
our own internal investigation to be, on the balance of
probabilities, guilty of the offence.

The canons require you to give a series of formal
warnings. It's a bit late for the formal warning.

MR FREE: Brother Payne, the De La Salle Brothers have
a written policy on the provision of legal assistance in
criminal cases.

BROTHER PAYNE: Yes.

MR FREE: As I understand it, the effect of that policy
is, as with the Christian Brothers and the Marist Brothers,
or perhaps at least the Christian Brothers, the
De La Salles will assess any request for financial
assistance on a case-by-case basis?

BROTHER PAYNE: We'll assess it up until the committals,
and depending upon the outcome of the committal - we will
practically guarantee it up until the committal. If there
is a committal to trial, then the situation becomes
a question of us taking advice from the defence counsel and
referring it to a brief in Melbourne to get the indication
as to what the likely outcome is on a consideration of the
evidence, and on that basis we're in a position to say to
a person, and have said to a person, "The issues, on the
best advice we can get, are that we would support you from
the point of view of making pleas, but we will not support
you either for a full trial or, alternatively, for an
appeal".

MR FREE: Thank you, brother.

Brother Graham, can I turn to you, please. Can you
state your full name?
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BROTHER GRAHAM: Timothy John Graham.

MR FREE: Thank you. You are the provincial of the
St John of God order?

BROTHER GRAHAM: That's correct.

MR FREE: You provided a statement to the Royal Commission
dated 17 October 2016?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Correct.

MR FREE: Are the contents of that statement true and
correct?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Absolutely, yes.

MR FREE: Could you describe for us, please, what the
current activities of the members of your order in
Australia are?

BROTHER GRAHAM: In terms of services, you mean?

MR FREE: Yes, to the extent that they're in active
ministry, first.

BROTHER GRAHAM: The brothers in Australia consist of 19
men, most of whom are in their 70s and 80s, the majority of
whom are living in independent living options in aged care
facilities.

MR FREE: I think you've indicated in your statement
there's one member of the provinces in active external
ministry?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes, that's a brother in Melbourne, who
is involved with the Missionaries of Charity and their soup
kitchen in Brunswick.

MR FREE: And some other brothers are involved in internal
ministry?

BROTHER GRAHAM: That would be people like me, or the
province bursar and other brothers who are responsible for
the aged care needs of their fellow brothers, for instance,
taking them to the doctors or the chiropractor, or
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whatever. They themselves would probably be in their 70s
as well.

MR FREE: Brother, I take it from your statement that it
has been a long time since there were any new candidates
for --

BROTHER GRAHAM: 1998 was the last time we had
a candidate. We don't actively pursue vocations and we
don't foresee that there will be any vocations into the
future.

MR FREE: So St John of God is effectively winding down in
Australia?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Effectively, and part of the reason why,
in 2007, we merged our services in with the Sisters of
St John of God service, PJP, St John of God Australia,
because of the diminution and aging of the brothers, and we
were no longer able to provide appropriate governance or
management of our services.

MR FREE: Does that mean that your job essentially
involves managing the needs of those --

BROTHER GRAHAM: My main job is to manage the aged care
needs of the brothers, to manage the sexual abuse claims,
and the province also includes Papua New Guinea, there are
10 brothers, national brothers, in Papua New Guinea - to
manage the small project that we're trying to develop there
to provide services for homeless psychiatric people in
Madang, a very small ministry.

MR FREE: Brother, have you read the data report published
by the Commission?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes, certainly, yes.

MR FREE: The data in relation to the St John of God
Brothers indicated that, taking into account duration of
ministry, of those who ministered in the period between
1950 and 2010, 40.4 per cent were the subject of a claim of
child sexual abuse. Now, you've heard the question I put
to the other members of the panel as to, in each of their
own cases, what reflections they've had about the
experience in their order. Would you --
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BROTHER GRAHAM: I have a personal reflection that I think
mirrors the feelings of the brothers, and such figures are
quite heartbreaking for us, heartbreaking that a small
number of our members have criminally offended against
vulnerable children. The brothers live with the shame of
that each and every day. That's my personal reflection and
the reflection of the brothers.

As to why, most of the factors that the previous
witnesses have spoken about would come into our situation,
but I think additionally for us, institutions that were
working with people with challenging life issues, whether
they were government institutions or other non-government
institutions, particularly back before the 1980s, were very
closed communities. They were put on islands or put
outside town. And the very closed nature of those
communities I think encouraged cultures that weren't
conducive for safe places.

I believe that as services like ours opened up in the
1970s and 1980s, laypeople began more and more to be
involved in service delivery, and laypeople, and
particularly women, began to take more responsibility for
the management and governance of those services, the
cultures changed. I think that's also reflected, if we
look across the decades, in how there was a tremendous
plummet in the reporting of claims, particularly from the
1990s onwards.

MR FREE: Are there any of the features that have been
highlighted by the other witnesses in relation to their
orders which you would say aren't applicable to St John of
God?

BROTHER GRAHAM: No, I think they're all applicable.
There was virtually no assessment of people coming in.
I think there was an attitude of numbers over quality. It
was about trying to develop up a workforce. Very poor
psychosexual, or non-existent psychosexual formation of
young people. Very little supervision. People were asked
to do things they weren't adequately trained for. They
weren't supported in what were often very difficult
ministries. So all of those factors come together to
create the catastrophes that happened.

THE CHAIR: One needs to be a little bit careful about the
statistics and reporting closer to today's date; you
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understand that?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Sure.

THE CHAIR: The time for the reports that we've collected
is way beyond 20 years.

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes.

THE CHAIR: This is a question really for all of you. An
outsider to your Church would find what you just said,
undoubtedly with some substance, remarkable, and that is
that the people who dedicated their lives to service failed
until the laity emerged amongst them to assist and lead the
project. Do you understand what I'm saying?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes.

THE CHAIR: How could it be that those who have given
their lives to service failed until the laity arrived to
help?

BROTHER GRAHAM: I suppose I see that as a really positive
thing. I guess it probably reflects a change in the
Church's understanding of itself, as I see it, particularly
post Vatican II.

THE CHAIR: What does the laity bring that the ordained
and religious brothers failed to bring?

BROTHER GRAHAM: I think in the early days they probably
brought better training. They probably brought with them
experience beyond the one institution. They probably
brought with them a sense of relationship coming out of
their families. In our case, very often many of our
laypeople were women who were mothers, particularly in
residential settings. All of that contributed, I think, to
a change in culture.

THE CHAIR: Does anyone else have a perspective?

BROTHER PAYNE: Perhaps a simplistic view is that the
advent of the laity in that sense broke the secrecy, broke
the secrecy situation, to the extent that people had to
become more responsible to a wider group of people, and in
that sense, I also believe that there's a significant
difference in the experience of the 20th century in terms
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of the whole culture of sexual mores, which showed
a development at the same time - not necessarily parallel,
but it certainly seems to be at least worth looking at.

The Commission has had some very instructive
contributions in terms of the causes of this. I think it's
also instructive to look at this issue of the drop-off of
sexual abuse as it's reflected in the statistics, and
I believe that at least there can be a proposition put
forward that there's a whole relationship between the
subculture of the religious life and the wider cultures
operating in the general community. It's an area which
I believe merits some further investigation.

THE CHAIR: But, brother, sexually abusing a child is
a crime.

BROTHER PAYNE: Sexual abuse of a child is a crime and any
sexual abuse of any one child is a crime. I'm not trying
to excuse it, but the question was how do we explain - as
I understood the question. As I understood the question,
it was to say that in terms of causation, there's
a concomitant variation between the advent of laity and the
drop-off in sexual abuse. Now --

THE CHAIR: Yes, but you put the proposition that the
mores of the community allowed or in some way contributed
to priests and religious abusing. That's difficult to
accept, given that it was always a crime.

BROTHER PAYNE: I wasn't addressing the question that it
was a crime, and I take the reservation on it, yes.

THE CHAIR: Anyone else?

BROTHER CLINCH: Just one comment, that I know that the
religious communities were enclosed. For example, I know
in our congregation, you had externs, we used to call them
when I was younger, and they weren't to come into the
brothers' house. There was always a parlour in which you
entertained any extern, as we called it. And it formed
a closed community, and I believe with the coming of laity,
that closure, which was unhealthy, I believe, and secrecy
that went with it, was broken. I think that was healthy
and that's what the oncoming of laity brought - I think
a greater openness.
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And for me, it came, too, that there was a greater
understanding of the needs of the day. We were attuned
more with the needs of society as it changed into the
future.

THE CHAIR: So the picture that you would gather from that
is, in that closed community, in some way, the propensity
for criminal activity was allowed to occur?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes.

THE CHAIR: Why is that?

BROTHER CLINCH: Well, I know some people find it
difficult to understand, your Honour, but individual
brothers would not have known that another brother was
abusing a child.

THE CHAIR: I understand that, but why were the brothers
abusing at all? Why is it that in a closed community, this
propensity is revealed?

BROTHER CLINCH: My attempt to answer that question would
be in the vetting and the initial formation, there were
some predisposed towards paedophilia and that was not
picked up, and the experience in a closed community, where
only brothers taught, secrecy was able to happen - those
offences happened. It wasn't vetted out well.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: Could I ask Brother Graham if
you might explain so that others understand, the nature of
your services was quite different to many of the other
orders, which were largely schools. Could you describe the
nature of those facilities, and also the categorisation of
those who were offended against?

BROTHER GRAHAM: We ran a school in Melbourne, which
started off in Cheltenham in the 1950s and transferred to
Greensborough around about 1967. Originally that school in
Melbourne would have been working with boys with learning
disabilities. That later transferred itself into working
with children with moderate to severe intellectual
disabilities, particularly in the 1990s. The school closed
in 1990 because there was a change in government policy
around funding residential special schools in Victoria.
That service was then transferred into working with young
people with disabilities, which continues today.
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An additional factor of that school in Melbourne,
where I worked as a young brother, was we were dealing with
children with quite severe behavioural problems as well as
intellectual disabilities.

The school in Morisset near Newcastle similarly would
have worked originally with boys with learning
disabilities. It would have then evolved into working with
boys with more severe intellectual disabilities, maybe
mid-range.

It then transferred into a school, trying to meet the
needs as they were arising at the time, of boys with
emotional behavioural disorders, which was very difficult
work. It then transferred into a service of early
intervention, working with children between the ages of 6
and 10 and their families around parent effectiveness
training, and that school closed in 2000, again as a result
of changes in government funding of residential special
schools.

So we don't currently operate - well, we don't auspice
or govern any services, but we haven't run any schools
since 2000.

COMMISSIONER FITZGERALD: Therefore, the preponderance of
those that were victims would be children who had either
special needs or disabilities and/or other forms of
impairments?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes, and hence our heartbreak and our
shame.

COMMISSIONER ATKINSON: Brother Graham, could I just ask,
did you accept the figure that Mr Free mentioned to you of
approximately 40 per cent?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes, 40.4 per cent of brothers have had
a claim made against them, yes.

COMMISSIONER ATKINSON: Did I understand you correctly in
your evidence - I thought you said "a small number of our
members"?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Oh, well, in terms of those brothers that
have actually offended as opposed to those who have had
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claims made against them, yes.

COMMISSIONER ATKINSON: Could you explain that more for
us?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Well, our forensic investigation of the
data suggests that we believe we have nine brothers who
have offended, four other brothers whom we can't make
a real - what's the word I'm looking for? We can't make
a designation because they're deceased and have been
deceased for some time. Of those nine we believe are
offenders, four are deceased, four are no longer members of
the order and haven't been members of the order for quite
some time, and we have one current member of the order who
is currently serving a sentence.

COMMISSIONER ATKINSON: Is it a fair comment to say,
though, if you accept the figure of 40 per cent, that
doesn't fit with a statement that it was "a small number of
our members"?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes, I would accept that. "Small" was
probably a bad choice of words.

COMMISSIONER ATKINSON: Thank you.

MR FREE: Brother Graham, one matter you referred to in
your statement was that in 2016 you engaged consultants,
Mind & Matter Consulting, to review the cognitive capacity
of your members because of a particular concern you had
that with age and potentially dementia, there might be
a professional standards risk?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Mind & Matter had two roles. The first
was to assess the psychological wellbeing of the brothers,
given both the aging process and the fact that, as
a community of religious, we'd been dealing with this issue
of sexual abuse for the last 25 years.

The second part of that was to do a cognitive
assessment of the brothers, given their advanced age, to
determine whether there were any signs of dementia or other
issues that are occurring with them.

That was a very positive process, and it has actually
led to many of the older brothers engaging in ongoing
counselling and supervision and spiritual direction, so it
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has been positive.

MR FREE: Did it identify any professional standards risk
management issues that you needed to address?

BROTHER GRAHAM: I was interested in the area of dementia,
whether any of the brothers were exhibiting some prodromal
signs of dementia, because there is a suggestion that with
dementia a disinhibition can occur. The outcome was none
of the brothers were exhibiting - well, I tell a lie. One
brother was exhibiting signs of perhaps beginning the
dementia process.

MR FREE: You've mentioned supervision. Is it the case
that brothers, whether they're engaged in external or
internal ministry, are required to have regular
professional supervision?

BROTHER GRAHAM: I think it's best practice. I would
encourage all brothers, given the limitations of their age
or their health, to engage in some sort of spiritual
direction, some sort of opportunity to therapeutically
engage with a relevant professional.

MR FREE: And is that something that occurs at the moment?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes, absolutely.

MR FREE: Who provides that?

BROTHER GRAHAM: It's provided by Mind & Matter, and some
brothers go to their own independent professionals, as do
I. I go to an independent psychologist and I also have
a spiritual director.

MR FREE: And I think you've also mentioned group
sessions?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes. The leadership team has group
supervision once a month.

MR FREE: How long has that practice been in place?

BROTHER GRAHAM: We have been doing that group supervision
of the leadership team maybe for two, three - three years,
perhaps.
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MR FREE: In relation to the management of brothers who
have been identified as offenders either through a criminal
process or through some other process, you've indicated in
your statement that the overriding principle informing the
province's policies and procedures is that keeping brothers
within the province is best practice in ensuring
supervisory parameters?

BROTHER GRAHAM: I was very interested to read the
transcript of Dr Gerardine Robinson's testimony the other
day, which I agree with. From my point of view, I think
it's our social responsibility to ensure that these
individuals have some supervisory parameters put around
them.

My expectation would be, particularly someone who has
served a criminal sentence, that they would need to have
a forensic assessment once a year, they would need to go to
supervision at least once a month, they would need to have
regular community contact, they would need to attend all
the province formation activities.

I think this issue - and it was asked in my witness
statement - about isolation, I think social isolation may
be one of the biggest risk factors for people reoffending.
From my perspective, I think we are being responsible to
the community to try to put some parameters around these
individuals. Ex-brothers - I have no authority over them
in order to insist that they engage in certain principles.

MR FREE: Do you have anything in the nature of the safety
and wellbeing plans which the Marist Brothers have?

BROTHER GRAHAM: We have a wellbeing plan, yes, currently
being reviewed. They're reviewed every 12 to 18 months.

MR FREE: Does that contain obligations on the part of the
person - the offender, if I can call them that - in terms
of committing to supervision and other things?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Based on the figures I stated before, our
offenders either have left or are dead.

MR FREE: So you have none in that category?

BROTHER GRAHAM: We have one offender who is in gaol at
the moment and those principles would be applied to him
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once he is released, and he has many more years to serve
yet.

MR FREE: Have you given any thought to the model which
I explored with the other witnesses earlier of people being
stripped, effectively, of their membership of the order and
of their title but otherwise being kept in community life
and provided material assistance, et cetera?

BROTHER GRAHAM: I guess the issue I'd have with that is
if they're no longer part of the order, I don't have any
canonical authority over them. They're basically laymen
living in the community. I can't insist that they have an
annual forensic assessment, psychiatric assessment.
I could suggest or I could ask, but I can't insist, in
terms of their canonical responsibilities around obedience,
that they do that.

MR FREE: You could make it a condition of providing them
with money?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Absolutely. I could make it a condition
of providing them with a roof over their heads, but if they
refuse to do that, my only option is to not provide a roof
over their heads and you go back into the problem of no
supervision, social isolation, no appropriate relationships
that are going to encourage appropriate behaviour,
et cetera, et cetera. So that's the bind.

MR FREE: Does your order have a policy in relation to
providing financial assistance in criminal defence?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes. We do not provide financial
assistance to ex-members. As I indicated, we have had one
criminal process that ended in failure. We did support
that, and I guess our position would be to support that.
Again, it's a bind. Do you provide the finances so that
the person can have a just trial, or do you use up scarce
Legal Aid resources? That's the bind.

MR FREE: One particular matter which was the subject of
some criticism by Professor Parkinson in a paper he has
written, which is in the material before the Commission,
concerned a brother who was being extradited to
New Zealand. Are you familiar with that episode?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes.
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MR FREE: Did St John of God fund his criminal defence?

BROTHER GRAHAM: They did.

MR FREE: I think Professor Parkinson was particularly
critical of extradition being resisted.

BROTHER GRAHAM: Yes. I remember - my predecessor was
responsible for this. Again, it caused great controversy.
The provincial at the time virtually got on his knees and
begged the individual to go to New Zealand to speak to the
police, but his independent legal advice was not to do
that.

MR FREE: So the result was that the provincial supported
him in his legal strategy of resisting the extradition?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Well, I guess this individual was
entitled to his independent legal advice, which he chose to
take. As I say, I'm speaking second-hand. I wasn't
involved in that. This is some 10, 12 years ago, I think
from memory. And it would have been better if the
individual had done as the provincial asked and gone to
New Zealand and spoken to the police.

MR FREE: Professor Parkinson, in his article, cites this
as an example of the cultural problem. He was comparing it
with a commercial organisation and saying that it's
unimaginable that an Australian bank would fight or assist
one of its managers to resist extradition to New Zealand.
Do you have any comment on that observation?

BROTHER GRAHAM: In hindsight, I think it would have been
better for the provincial of the time not to have done
that. As I say, that particular individual is deceased and
he can't comment on that.

MR FREE: Thank you. Father Chambers, can I turn to you,
please. Can you state your full name?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Gregory George Chambers.

MR FREE: You're the Provincial of the Australia-Pacific
Province of the Salesians?

FATHER CHAMBERS: I am, yes. Just to clarify, that
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consists of Australia, New Zealand, Samoa and Fiji.

MR FREE: Thank you. Father, you provided a statement to
the Royal Commission dated 30 September 2016?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Yes, I did.

MR FREE: Is that statement true and correct?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Yes, it is.

MR FREE: Can you tell us, please, about what the present
activities of the Salesians in Australia are?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Yes. There are approximately 77
Salesians in the Australian sector of the province. Some
are still involved in schools - as rectors of the
communities, as board members, a few teachers and
chaplains. Others are involved in parishes throughout
Australia. There are seven parishes. There are two youth
centres. There's one retreat centre, one hostel and one
camp.

We're involved in schools that are order owned and in
other schools that are part of dioceses but operate under
the Salesian charism or spirit.

MR FREE: And what's the governance structure for those
schools?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Which particular schools?

MR FREE: Starting with the order owned schools.

FATHER CHAMBERS: The order owned schools come under
myself, as provincial, and my provincial council. There
are two order owned schools in Melbourne and one order
owned school in Hobart in Tasmania, and there's the Dunlea
Centre, which is an updated name for Australia's original
BoysTown in Engadine, New South Wales, which also comes
under myself as provincial and the provincial council.

MR FREE: With those institutions that you've described
that come under you as provincial and your provincial
council, the governance of those institutions is
effectively all by members of the order; is that right?
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FATHER CHAMBERS: No, not entirely because each of those
schools would have a board of its own, with an independent
chair, and of course the principal, who would be a lay
principal in those schools, would take his place, and then
you have a mixture of a parish priest, parent
representatives, usually two college captains, past pupil
representatives, and so on. You would have one Salesian,
normally the rector of the community, representing the
Salesian Provincial on that board of that school.

MR FREE: You have mentioned care of parishes, I think
seven of them. Is that by arrangement with the dioceses in
those particular places?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Very much so. In all cases, we were
invited by the bishop or the archbishop of the diocese and
archdiocese to take over the running of the parish on
behalf of the local ordinary, and we do so in a delegated
authority to him, and of course the Salesians who are
involved in those parishes follow the governance structures
and directives of the bishop or archbishop of the day.

MR FREE: In terms of your role as provincial, you have
a provincial council to assist you; is that right?

FATHER CHAMBERS: That's right, myself, and there's five
members that represent Australia and the Pacific on that
council. We meet once a month to look at various province
issues and things going forward, so we keep up very much
with the administration of our province and in Australia
and the Pacific.

It should be mentioned that we are beholden, of
course, to the Rector Major of the Salesians in Rome and
his general council.

MR FREE: Do you report regularly to the rector major on
matters happening in Australia?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Yes, very much so. I guess in many
ways, even though we're a reasonably young religious order
compared to others, we're very much a top-down religious
order, very hierarchical. The rector major and general
council in Rome rule the whole congregation, including our
province, and want various reports and accountabilities
back.
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Members of the general council, some of whom are
regional councillors - so we have a councillor appointed
for East Asia Oceania by our rector major, who is
a go-between between him and myself and the provincial
council, and it's a pretty tight ship from the point of
view of accountabilities in terms of back to our centre in
Rome.

MR FREE: In terms of local accountability, aside from the
provincial council, are there any other structures in place
that provide you with assistance or a measure of
accountability for what you're doing?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Well, each of our communities in
Australia and the Pacific has their own rector and house
council made up of key members of that community that have
to report back on a regular basis to the provincial and his
council. For example, if they put forward any proposals
for buildings or change of ministry or employment of
various people, they have to put that proposal to the
provincial council for its final acceptance.

MR FREE: But in terms of accountability for your
decisions as provincial, are there any other bodies that
effectively you're accountable to?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Well, I suppose, in all senses, I'm
accountable to bishops and archbishops in whose dioceses we
work. I'm accountable to the Catholic Education Offices in
which our schools are based. And I'm accountable to
government and non-government authorities for youth
centres, hostels, camps and other organisations that come
under particular aspects of state and Commonwealth
governments. So in many senses, I'm accountable in various
types of different works to different government and
non-government authorities.

MR FREE: Father, if I could just turn to the data that
has been compiled in relation to the Salesians, taking into
account duration of ministry, the data report concludes
that 21.9 per cent of Salesians who ministered between 1950
and 2010 were the subject of a claim of child sexual abuse.
You must have reflected on those numbers?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Yes, I have, and the numbers and
percentages are horrendous. There's no doubt about that.
They're inexcusable and indefensible, more so due to the
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fact that the Salesians were established in the 1850s to
educate and care for poor and abandoned and at-risk young
men in various types of institutions around the world.

Clearly we've betrayed those young men and their
families. We've also, I think, betrayed St John Bosco, who
founded the order to gather around him groups of religious
who would carry on his work of caring for young people that
nobody else cared for at the particular time.

This is the essence of our ministry and vocation, and
obviously many members of our province have failed in
carrying out that sacred ministry and mandate.

So it's a real serious betrayal of the highest order,
from my point of view and from the point of view of my
fellow Salesians in this province, and also from the point
of view of our rector major and general council in Rome and
other provinces around the world. In a sense, we've let
them down grievously, but not to the extent that we've let
the victims themselves down, unfortunately.

MR FREE: Father, in terms of trying to understand whether
there are any particular features of the order or its
history that might explain the betrayal that you've
described, you've heard what has been said by the other
witnesses about their own orders. Firstly, are there any
aspects of what they've described that you would disagree
with in terms of their application to the Salesians?

FATHER CHAMBERS: No, I'd have to say I agree with them
all. There are elements of those in the Salesians as well.
But I have reflected upon this from a couple of points of
view.

St John Bosco founded the Salesians not to be strict
disciplinarians or system or order conscious but on the
foundation of reason, religion and loving kindness. And
what went with the loving kindness was fellowship and
friendliness, familiarity, family spirit, all of those
things that would be the right thing and the right
ingredients, he thought, for the care and upbringing of
young people who had been deprived of these elements
themselves because of their own orphan background or lack
of a family structure.

I think that the lack of order and discipline in our
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order, particularly that here in Australia, and
a propensity to be overfamiliar and to break down the
boundaries and restrictions built into our constitutions
are one of the things that led the Salesians, many of them,
to enter on this cycle of abuse to the young people,
because these boundaries and restrictions weren't adhered
to. It was a faulty and a very lax interpretation of the
philosophy of our founder.

Secondly, and I come back to my own case, many of the
young men recruited into the Salesians in the 1950s and
1960s - I was one of them in the 1960s - came straight out
of school. I'd just turned 17. There were some younger
than I was. We went in the novitiate without any life
experience, experience of the world, without any chance to
grow in maturity, relationships or adult values and
attitudes. I think we were recruited willy-nilly, often,
into the Salesians at an early stage, and we proceeded upon
the lines of formation to final profession, diaconate and
priesthood without proper training and formation.

So much so - just a couple of statistics. I started
in a novitiate of 11. There's only three of us left. In
the novitiate before me, there were 10. The last one of
those 10 left about 15 years ago. So I think there was
a very rash and haphazard selection and vetting of young
Salesians, some of whom advanced along the various offices
without being properly vetted or advised or guided at any
time, and I think a large number of those fell into abuse
and paedophilia and very negative tendencies without being
brought to task or brought to book about certain tendencies
or attitudes or behaviours.

I think somehow we lost our way in the production line
of young Salesians coming through, I think with the idea of
trying to build up our numbers in the province - we're
a very small province - trying to build up our identity as
a province that could be looked up to and admired, perhaps
for their progress and stability in terms of the wider
Salesian congregation, and we just didn't have the
necessary skills, perhaps, the training, the
qualifications, the wherewithal, to follow the Salesian
vocation and call as it should have been followed. And
I think a lot of Salesians - young, middle-aged and old -
fell into these difficulties and sins and crimes because of
a lack of sufficient grounding, training, experience and
advice and guidance and accompaniment along the way.
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So that's, I know, a rather long answer but an important
one.

MR FREE: Just to understand the picture with formation
today, how many candidates do you tend to have from year to
year present themselves to the Salesians?

FATHER CHAMBERS: For quite a while there in Australia,
the 1980s and 1990s, very few candidates, hardly any
inquiries. But in recent times we've had a couple of local
Australian vocations that are going through practical
training at the moment. We've recently sent one Australian
candidate to novitiate in Suva, but he's of Vietnamese
background. He joins a novitiate of five Pacifican
candidates - four from Samoa and one from Fiji. So we have
six in novitiate this year, so we've had a steady flow of
candidates for religious life and the priesthood mainly
because of the affiliation of those Pacific countries that
have supplied the greater bulk of prospective Salesians
over the past two decades.

MR FREE: Where do you expect those members of the order
to have their ministry when they're finished?

FATHER CHAMBERS: I think they'll basically train in Suva
and the Pacific and they'll exercise their ministry in
Samoa, Fiji and New Zealand.

On 1 January this year, with the support of the rector
major and council, we established the three Pacific
countries and the 20 or so Salesians working there as an
independent delegation in their own right. In time, they
will become a vice province. And in time, depending upon
numbers and financial viability, they may well become
a separate province from Australia in their own right.

Obviously that's where the growth in numbers and
ministry is occurring for us at the moment, and that's
probably true of a lot of Australian-based orders.

MR FREE: Do you anticipate importing Salesians to
ministry in Australia?

FATHER CHAMBERS: I suppose that process is going on. The
Salesians being a worldwide order, we have strong growth in
Salesian provinces in east Asia, Oceania, in southern Asia,
mostly India. A number of those Salesians come out,
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usually on a three-year transfer, to work in our province
for those three years. We ensure that they go through the
proper certification of police checks in their own
countries, Working With Children Checks, various training
before they come out here, the usual statement of Church
authorities, declarations, et cetera, before they come.

Occasionally you might have a situation where one or
two of those in time might decide to join our province on
a permanent basis, thus raising the number of more
experienced men in our own province.

MR FREE: When you were describing a few minutes ago what
you had concluded to be some of the past problems that
might explain the prevalence of abuse, you emphasised
inadequate preparation, in particular poor formation. Do
you have a view about whether members of the order being
formed today, including overseas, are having a better
experience in being formed for the order?

FATHER CHAMBERS: I think they're having a tangibly better
experience, a more well-balanced experience, a far more
extensive and thorough experience, than any of us could
have possibly dreamed of in our time. There is various
testing and criteria for selection and taking of temporary
vows and final vows and applications for diaconate and
priesthood. There is serious testing and there are
investigations along the way. The time between when they
join, the aspirants, say pre-novitiate, and when they're
ordained, it's the best part of 11 or 12 years, during
which time a lot of them leave us and some are asked to
leave us because they're found not suitable for the mission
among the young to whom we've dedicated ourselves.

So there's a strong vetting process not simply at the
start but all the way through, including supervision after
final profession, supervision after ordination, et cetera.
I can't say that we have the system perfectly right now,
but it's light years away from the system that operated in
the 1950s and 1960s and 1970s, I believe.

MR FREE: What's the system of supervision after
ordination and final profession?

FATHER CHAMBERS: There's a system in place within the
Catholic Church for newly ordained priests, quinquennium,
which is a very strong supervisory thrust for five years
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after they're ordained. I consider this, and in a number
of cases we prolong that. But also lay brothers who took
final profession - we felt that they needed five or
so years training and formation, like the young priests, so
they've been asked to join them for that five-year period
even though canonically we didn't have to do it, et cetera.

Carrying on for them, they're instructed to spiritual
direction, annual retreats, regular sabbaticals, and so on,
to allow them to undergo ongoing formation as the term goes
on in the years to come. Again, that wasn't always
a regular practice with people my age, but it is now
increasingly with those professed and ordained in this
present day and age.

MR FREE: Do you have supervision, as the provincial?

FATHER CHAMBERS: I have some sporadic supervision, but
not as regular as some of my peers have. I've honestly
taken a leaf out of their book today and realised that
myself and the provincial councillors, as leaders, need
that ongoing supervision as well.

MR FREE: You've described in your statement some of the
policies that are applied in relation to professional
standards and child protection. One of those is the
Salesians' Child Protection Policy of August 2015.

FATHER CHAMBERS: Yes.

MR FREE: Another development which has happened is the
appointment of a child safeguarding officer. When did that
occur?

FATHER CHAMBERS: That occurred in 2015 also. If I could
just mention that, I asked a particular Salesian priest who
assists me in professional standards matters to establish
that role and also other elements of compliance. I think
he's done a tremendous job in establishing that role of
child safeguarding officer and department.

However, we plan, from the beginning of next year, to
have a full-time layperson, professional, highly qualified,
as so many other orders and dioceses have done, so we will
hire that person to take over from that establishment phase
and to really bed down our child protection policies and
documents and to regularly visit all our schools and
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centres to make sure that they are compliant with that
national policy and also have in place and fully endorse
their own local policies that underpin and support that.

MR FREE: Father, you've made this comment in your
statement in relation to the policy. You've said:

As all aspects of the Policy and Procedures
are implemented and known, their
effectiveness depend greatly on trust and
good will. To offset any erosion of the
climate of trust and confidence it is
necessary to schedule regular in-service
sessions with all staff and volunteers so
that a high level of standards and
expectations is maintained. The good will
and commitment of all involved in the
Salesian mission is an essential ingredient
of this process and will be monitored at
all times.

Obviously one element of what you are describing there is
a particular practice - having regular in-service
sessions - but you also seem to be alluding to a cultural
element that is needed. Can you just tell us, particularly
from your perspective as a leader of the community, what
steps need to be taken to embed that culture of trust and
goodwill?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Well, I think all Salesians need to
undergo regular professional training, regular professional
development, in all aspects of ministry, but particularly
in terms of child protection. Not only them, but all our
laypeople working in our many schools and centres need to
undergo that training and formation on a regular basis.

I'm in contact with many of our schools and centres to
ensure that they not only observe the policies but have
this professional training of all the members, Salesian and
non-Salesian, up and running. Some of them need to be
further developed and strengthened in the years ahead, but
I'm confident we've made a reasonable start in that
direction.

I find particularly of great assistance are lay
principals and lay directors of our various works, who seem
to have a much greater appreciation and instant conception
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of the things that need to be done with their particular
staff and colleagues in this regard. It's almost
instinctive for the lay professionals, whereas for
Salesians and other religious it's not instinctive at all,
it seems to me. It seems to need to be learned and
assimilated. But for our lay leaders, who have done an
excellent job in our various centres, it's instinctive to
not only give professional development to themselves but to
all members of their community, including the Salesians who
work under them.

MR FREE: What do you put that down to - the different
instincts of the two groups you're describing?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Going back to it, I think our lay
leaders have had not only a greater life experience,
especially in their own careers and studies, but also with
bringing up their own children and families. They have
a more instinctive concept of what children and young
people require of the adults in charge of them. They have
a greater appreciation of their sense of mission and
vocation to continue the Salesian charism and mission in
the school, to make sure it's not lost, but strengthened.

I think, in many senses, if I could use the word,
they're more fanatical about embedding the Salesian spirit
and charism as it's meant to be than some of the Salesians
were, who just took things for granted, perhaps, and just
assumed that they were going to happen rather than making
them happen with proper programs and regular and consistent
approaches.

I think we've got a lot to learn from our laymen and
laywomen in these positions of leadership in our schools
and in our various province commissions. We have a lot of
female and male lay leaders who are members of our province
commissions - commission for young people, commissions for
education, commissions for finance. You name it, we have
the laypeople involved.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Father Chambers, are you saying that
laypeople who act for you in the various functions you've
described are better for having relationships and families
and are more capable of functioning because they're not
celibate? Is that what you've just said to us?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Well, I wouldn't necessarily have put it
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like that, but what I'm saying is because they've had
that married and family and child-raising experience, that
close contact with the family unit and what children and
families and partners and their fellow laypeople require to
be effective, well-balanced individuals in society, because
they've got that instinctive grasp of what is required, in
Don Bosco's terminology, to be good Christians and honest
citizens in the world today, in many ways they are better
leaders in our centres and better animators of our spirit
and charism and identity than many of the Salesians with
whom and for whom they work.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: That still sounds to me as if you've
just said that not being forced to be celibate is helpful
to laypeople.

FATHER CHAMBERS: Well, it's certainly helpful to
laypeople, but I know you've linked this point of view to
celibacy. However, I have not necessarily made that link
myself.

THE CHAIR: What you are saying, though, as I understand
it, is that the life of a brother denies the development of
that person in a way in which society would otherwise allow
them to develop, and thus confines their capacity for
a positive contribution to the work you do; is that right?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Yes, in some senses. Look at it two
ways. I mean, most religious orders, their members are
bound by not simply celibacy but by the vows of poverty,
chastity and obedience. Now, it could be concluded from
this that celibacy, poverty, chastity and obedience
restrict and inhibit the individual from his own personal
growth and blossoming and development.

The Church and other religious orders would believe
that these very same vows are the possibility and the
opportunity for real human growth. The person who takes
chastity should be free and available to minister to all
people and not simply one spouse and one family. It
doesn't always work out like this, but in taking these
vows, it frees up the individual to give himself completely
to God, completely to others, and completely to his fellow
religious in the mission entrusted to them.

So as you can see, the vows and celibacy can be
interpreted in a restrictive role, but they can also be
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interpreted in an open and flourishing role and a role
which permits the individual and those for whom he works to
grow in understanding and maturation. So it depends on
which way you take it.

THE CHAIR: I'm a little lost now, father, because however
you describe it, there will be a reality that invades the
space. However you choose to describe it doesn't mean
it'll end up there.

FATHER CHAMBERS: No, it doesn't.

THE CHAIR: What will end up is just the way human beings
develop and respond, and you started this proposition by
putting forward an analysis which, I have to say to you -
and you would be aware of this - is at odds with a lot of
what we hear from Church people.

FATHER CHAMBERS: Well, if it is at odds, so be it. In
religious life, you've got all sorts of possibilities for
growth, maturity and all the rest of it, that some members
take up to the full. Some members might do in a mediocre,
half-hearted manner. Some choose not to grow at all. But
I suppose in an accompanying way, all those who entered
into married and family life - many of these unions and
relationships work out well, but not all of them work out
perfectly, either.

THE CHAIR: That may be true, but the experience itself
would, of course, enrich that person's capacity in the
general world. What I understand you to be saying --

FATHER CHAMBERS: Yes, and I agree with that principle,
and I'm sure some of my colleagues have various other
arguments for involving laypeople in our religious orders
and their works and in the dioceses and archdioceses and in
the Catholic Church. I think there are greater
possibilities for lay leadership and involvement in all
those areas, and many of those remain untapped and
unfulfilled. It's up to the leadership of the Church and
religious orders to tap in to that vast lay potential, men
and women, to assist the Church and the orders in becoming
what they were always meant to become.

MR FREE: Father Chambers, do the Salesians have a policy
about how to deal with brothers who have been either
convicted of abuse or who you have found through other
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processes to have committed abuse?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Yes, I've been thinking over my answer
to that question as you've asked it to others. The
Salesians, as many people will know, have had a number of
very well publicised cases of offenders in recent times,
all of them priests, as far as I know, that have been
charged and convicted and sentenced to custodial terms
because of sexual abuse. We don't attempt to hide from
this in any way.

The thing to note, in our case, is that all these were
priest members who have committed crimes against young
people. According to canon law, priests in this position
really need to be put into a process of dismissal from the
priesthood and religious life and eventually defrocking
from the priesthood.

In terms of priest members here, it's pretty clear for
the Salesians and other priestly orders - and we're mainly
a priestly order, we have some lay brothers - that we don't
have an alternative in this regard. So they really must be
dismissed. They must enter into a process from this
province to our rector major, then passed on to the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, and then passed
on to the Pope. This process can take years, but
eventually the outcome must be dismissal.

So we haven't really got an alternative to keep
members on in a sort of a third or unofficial capacity.
That is not to say that we completely cut our ties with
people in gaols. As provincial, myself and some
councillors keep in contact with them. We keep in contact
with they come out of prison to ensure that they've at
least got a basic wherewithal to survive in life. We
assist them through some accommodation and help and
accompaniment to subsist in one form or another after
sentencing.

Mind you, we do so usually at the request of the
members. A number of members who have been through the
prison system decide to go their own separate ways and do
not remain in contact with us.

MR FREE: For those that do remain in contact - and you've
described making sure that they have at least basic
wherewithal - do you impose any conditions on that in terms
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of supervision or anything else?

FATHER CHAMBERS: We ask that they remain in reasonably
regular contact. We try to accommodate them. Well, our
province centre is in Melbourne. We try to accommodate
them somewhere in Melbourne well away from children,
et cetera, to remain in contact, so that we can ensure that
they are not a menace to society, to children, or
themselves, so that they will not self-harm, will not
reoffend, and we do this for the health and wellbeing of
them and the general society.

MR FREE: Thank you, father. I've asked some of the
others - I think I've overlooked a couple. I'll have to
come back. Have the Salesians formed a view about whether
they will opt in to the Commonwealth's redress scheme?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Most definitely. We have been in favour
of this concept since we became aware of it, so we'll
become full members of that.

MR FREE: Brother Graham, I think I neglected to ask you
about that. Has the St John of God order formed a view
about opting in?

BROTHER GRAHAM: I think it will provide a very important
further alternative for victims to choose from and we'll be
most prepared to be part of that.

MR FREE: Thank you. Brother Payne, I think I might have
overlooked asking you that. Have the De La Salle Brothers
formed a view about opting in?

BROTHER PAYNE: It's a decision of the trustees of the
district council. The current position is that we support,
definitely, the idea of a national redress scheme. We are
apprehensive about any propositions that suggest that that
be segmented into state schemes or similar situations. We
are particularly impressed by the comprehensiveness of the
report on the redress and civil litigation, and our only
concerns are what will happen when politicians, bureaucrats
and vested interests take part in the next step.

MR FREE: Thank you, brother. Father McCoy, can I turn to
you, finally, please, and thank you for your patience.
Could you state your full name?
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FATHER McCOY: Brian Francis McCoy.

MR FREE: Thank you. Before I forget, have the Jesuits
formed a position on the national redress scheme?

FATHER McCOY: We're very supportive of everything you're
trying to do in that area. We think it provides an
instrument outside of us that people can trust in, so we
support it.

MR FREE: Thank you. Now, father, you provided
a statement dated 15 October 2016?

FATHER McCOY: Yes.

MR FREE: Are the contents of that statement true and
correct?

FATHER McCOY: They are.

MR FREE: Thank you, father. Now, you're the Provincial
of the Australian Province of the Society of Jesus?

FATHER McCOY: That's correct, yes.

MR FREE: How long have you been the provincial?

FATHER McCOY: Two and a half years.

MR FREE: You entered the Society of Jesus in 1966; is
that right?

FATHER McCOY: That's correct.

MR FREE: And you were how old then?

FATHER McCOY: Eighteen.

MR FREE: And you were ordained in 1977?

FATHER McCOY: Yes.

MR FREE: You took your final vows as a Jesuit in 1986?

FATHER McCOY: That's correct.

MR FREE: Can you tell the Commissioners, please, what the
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present activities of the members of the Jesuits in
Australia are?

FATHER McCOY: There's about 125 members of the province -
25 per cent are over the age of 80; 75 per cent are over
the age of 60. We currently have responsibility for five
schools; nine parishes in five states, I think it is; five
Centres for Ignatian Spirituality; four social centres or
ministries; we work in formation; we have one university
college in Melbourne; and we do publishing and we have
a provincial office. So that's about 25 ministries all up.

MR FREE: Thank you. Of those activities, is it only
through the schools and the parishes that the Jesuits would
have regular contact with children?

FATHER McCOY: Probably. I would think so. I mean, maybe
in some of the social ministries, through families and so
on - our Jesuit Refugee Service would involve families,
I would think, so, yes, there would be some involvement
with children, I would think.

MR FREE: What's the governance structure of the schools
that you're involved with?

FATHER McCOY: Presently, we're restructuring our
governance structure in the schools, so we're going to
incorporate our schools and we're in the process of doing
that this year - very soon, we hope - and that will have
a structure where each council and board will take
responsibility for the life of that school. But over and
above that will be what we call Jesuit Education Australia,
which will be responsible for the values and the principles
and, in this context, setting professional standards, which
will be uniform across all those schools.

MR FREE: Have you read the Commission's data report?

FATHER McCOY: Yes.

MR FREE: In relation to Jesuits, the overall statistics
in relation to claims suggest a relatively low number
compared with some of the other orders; is that your
assessment?

FATHER McCOY: Any number is terrible.
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MR FREE: There have been a number of things said today
about reflections of your colleagues on what might have
caused abuse to occur within their orders. Is there
anything you would like to either add to that or suggest is
less applicable in the case of the Jesuits?

FATHER McCOY: I think around the time of the 1960s and
1970s, which has been part of the discussion, we were
largely infantilised; in other words, the structure of the
Church and formation was semi-monastic, it was very tight,
it wasn't listening to a lot of the social sciences until
the early 1970s, and so people grew up very immature. They
came in immature. The screening processes weren't tight or
clear.

There was a large number of seminarians in the 1960s,
so there was a great influx of people into seminaries in
the 1960s. It was after the Second World War, when there
was an influx of migrant groups, but a sense that the
Church was growing.

It started way back then, I think. The selection
processes and formation processes were very tight and
narrow, and it was only later that people started to break
out of that not just with Vatican II, but the whole social
revolution that we were caught up in broke us out of that
narrow world and a lot of us weren't equipped to deal with
it.

MR FREE: In terms of formation as it relates to the
Jesuits, have there been improvements to mean that those
coming out of formation in more recent years are better
prepared for the life?

FATHER McCOY: I think we've made a number of significant
changes in formation over the last few years, especially
the initial candidate program. We don't accept people
straight from school any more, like most other
congregations wouldn't. There's a candidate program and
monitoring of their development and then, before they come,
a much more rigorous psychosexual analysis. That has to be
carefully screened. That has to come first and I think
we're much clearer that if that opens up other issues, then
they need to be followed through, so we don't rush to
accept someone until these issues have been resolved.

I think the Kairos program which our novices undergo,
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which is with other novices in Sydney, is very formative.
It's over time, and there are psychosexual areas of
development there, psychosocial as well. And then in our
formation, we're much more attentive to the reflection on
different experiences in the formation period.

So part of our tradition - really it's a long
tradition of the Society of Jesus - is that in the
novitiate, which goes for two years, people have
experiences where they're sent out cross-culturally, with
the dying, with the poor, and they are then mentored in
that and taught to reflect on that, on how they're coping
with that. So I think we're much more rigorous on that.

We're much more rigorous on - between different stages
of formation, we will seek information about that person
confidentially from laypeople and Jesuit, and that will
come to the provincial and the consultors, and we're much
more aware of the need to red flag issues, address issues,
before allowing someone to go to the next stage of
formation.

Where we're also a bit different is that we have an
annual manifestation of conscience with the provincial with
each member of the province. That's a tradition in the
Society of Jesus throughout the world. Every year I will
speak for at least one hour with each member of the
province, and that gives me the permission and the
authority to ask hard questions of those people. Then out
of that, while there is a certain sense of confidentiality
in that, I will act on certain things, if I need to, in
terms of formation or issues. It also means that you don't
appoint people to places where they will be under stress or
can't cope.

The other area where we're different is that we don't
have final vows before ordination, so we will again seek
information to ordain someone. We'll ordain that person,
and then five or six years later, they will go into
a tertianship program, of which there are many throughout
the world, and again they'll be looking at more deeply the
three vows and how they're living them, their community
life and so forth.

So the steps have been there for a long time, but
I think the quality of them has also improved.
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THE CHAIR: Father, you said that in the 1950s and 1960s,
the Jesuits - and I take it you apply this generally to
brothers - were infantilised. That's what you said.

FATHER McCOY: Yes, that's what I said.

THE CHAIR: Now, is it right to think that the processes
which led to them being, in your term, infantilised were
part of the traditional Church processes going back
decades, if not centuries?

FATHER McCOY: I think there's some evidence for that,
yes, and people didn't change them, didn't reflect on them,
and they hadn't caught up with society, which was changing
a lot, as we know, at that time.

THE CHAIR: As I said to Brother Payne, I'm not sure how
one gets from an infantilised person to a more liberal lay
society, which allows, causes, enables priests and brothers
to commit crimes against children. Can you help me with
the logic of that?

FATHER McCOY: I think evidence has come before this
Commission that people often entered at a certain level of
maturity, psychosexual maturity, and then they acted
according to that level and never progressed. I think what
changed for some of us is that things moved on and we did
get out of that world. We went to university. We didn't
wear clerical clothes. We met women. We socialised. For
me, it was getting out of the cities and meeting other
people and families, and so forth. So I think it's about
growing up, but I think some didn't grow up and they still
acted out of a very immature form of sexuality.

THE CHAIR: Presumably, on that analysis, that has been
happening for decades, if not centuries?

FATHER McCOY: It's quite likely, but how much we don't
know; how much was covered up; how much were we ashamed of
it and therefore couldn't talk about it? I think one of
the legacies that probably came out of our Irish tradition
is that we did not know how to talk about sexuality. We
didn't have language around it. There was shame and
secrecy associated with it. Therefore men - so this is
a male issue, I think, particularly - didn't have the
confidence to go to other men and talk about it or get help
for it. So it was kept under wraps. It was taboo that
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no-one wanted to talk about. Therefore, it was suppressed
and then it was repressed in different ways by people's
lives.

THE CHAIR: Then on your analysis, it follows that the
liberalisation that you speak of, the opportunity for
brothers to mix in general society, education, and so on,
was in fact not the cause of the abuse of children but in
fact was a safety valve?

FATHER McCOY: I think so, yes.

THE CHAIR: You do?

FATHER McCOY: Yes, I think it helped us grow up. But
I don't think everybody grew up. I think people acted out
because they hadn't spoken about it. They hadn't talked
about it. There was no language and conversation about it.
I mean, even when it started to come out in the 1980s and
1990s, we still didn't have the language to understand the
depth of this and the importance of it and its impact on
survivors. We were quite shamed and secret about it. We
didn't have the capacity.

MR FREE: Father McCoy, you've described in your statement
a number of steps which have been taken since the Royal
Commission started to improve and assess processes within
the Jesuits. One set of improvements flowed from the
appointment of a consultant in 2014, Dr Kathleen McChesney.

FATHER McCOY: Yes.

MR FREE: She evaluated the existing professional
standards and child protection practices. You've said that
that report led to a number of recommendations which have
either been implemented or are in the process of
implementation. What's still outstanding?

FATHER McCOY: We implemented Polonious, a digital program
to record all our archives. The problem was that we had
some records and some of the schools had records, so now we
have access to all our records, and the schools have access
to their records with us, so there's much clearer
transmission. So we need to make sure that continues to
work and be transparent and works well.

The advisory committee, which we instituted last year,
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I still think we need to work better and get advice of
these professionals who are outside of us - they're not
Jesuits - in terms of people being dismissed or policies
and so on.

Of course, probably the major thing is acting out the
Australian Childhood Foundation commitment we've made,
which is across our whole province for three years. That
will illuminate for us and articulate for us things that
are missing, things we need to improve on and things we
need to enhance across the whole province, and that's going
to take three years.

MR FREE: Can you explain, firstly, what the Australian
Childhood Foundation is and the nature of your partnership
with them?

FATHER McCOY: Australian Childhood Foundation, as
I understand it, is an independent organisation that audits
and develops policies and principles around child
protection across Australia. I think it came up at the
Commission yesterday or the day before - in the Northern
Territory, I think, Centacare or CatholicCare, and I know
a number of communities in Australia employ them to come in
and do an audit and a training program. So what we'll get
back from them is hopefully a very high standard which we
need to reach across all our ministries, and everyone in
the province who works for us, is employed by us, will need
to do this program as well.

MR FREE: The idea is that you have a partnership for
three years and seek to extract from them some guidance --

FATHER McCOY: Best practice.

MR FREE: Thank you. You also indicate in your statement
that in March 2016 you started reconstituting
a professional standards consultative panel?

FATHER McCOY: That's right.

MR FREE: And that has a combination of lawyers and
laypeople and also Jesuits; is that right?

FATHER McCOY: There's no Jesuit on it.

MR FREE: What's the role of that panel?
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FATHER McCOY: By Towards Healing or by Church protocol,
I should set something up, and I think we've set up
something that is of professional people in the area of
sexual abuse and child abuse who are accepted in the
society as being experts, professors and psychiatrists and
psychologists, who can advise us around some of the
difficult questions we all face, especially with offenders
or our policies or areas where I need advice.

MR FREE: A number of these initiatives, father, are quite
recent, the last couple of years or so. Is there any
particular reason why it didn't happen earlier?

FATHER McCOY: That's a good question. I think things
changed in 2003 when our provincial at the time went on the
7.30 Report and said that we were changing our processes
from a legal approach to a pastoral approach. I think the
provincial after him then instituted the need to review
with the Kathleen McChesney report, so that was 2013-2014.

So it has been slow. It is about a cultural shift,
not just about making our institutions safe but seeking
best practice for all children that come under our
ministries, and I think we are slow doing it, but we are
doing it.

MR FREE: Thank you. Father, another couple of changes
that you've described in your statement, and these go to
the way you manage claims that are brought to the Jesuits.
The first is that from April 2016, complainants have been
advised that they should obtain preliminary legal advice,
and that's funded by the Jesuits; is that right?

FATHER McCOY: What we have is when someone contacts us
and makes a complaint, we very much seek them to make the
decisions around how they wish to deal with the complaint.
We offer counselling straightaway, and we go to Blue Knot,
who have a list of professional people in the area where
that person might be, who can offer their services.

Then they will make a choice whether they go to
Towards Healing, whether they come straight to us for
litigation, whether they - certainly always say, "Go to the
police". I need to stress that. I think going to the
police is very important, where people feel that there's
someone outside of us that they can talk to and turn to.
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Then when that develops and if they want to get legal
advice, we won't give them a lawyer. We want them to find
a lawyer where they can get good legal advice that supports
them through the processes. But they need to drive; we
want them to drive the process as much as they can, as they
wish to.

MR FREE: If they want to get legal advice and you
encourage them to get that from an independent source, is
that funded by the Jesuits?

FATHER McCOY: It will be funded by the Jesuits, but of
course it depends where the process takes them and what
people wish to do with it and whether that comes out of any
final settlement or not. The important thing is to support
the person as soon as they come to us and seek some sort of
attention and redress of some issue.

MR FREE: You've also indicated that more recently, as
part of that process, the Jesuits have been offering the
services of an independent accountant. Can you just
explain?

FATHER McCOY: I think we realised a year or so ago that
while the pastoral approach was an important one,
accompaniment was also important and there are some
situations where people need other support. We're trying
to be open to what support might mean, and sometimes it is
about an accountant or some other form. Counselling is an
obvious one, but I think an accountant, where finances can
be problematic and the budgeting issues, if that can be of
help, we're willing to offer it.

MR FREE: Do you involve yourself personally in the
management of claims?

FATHER McCOY: I have a director of professional
standards, an ex-Australian police officer who is trained,
but I'm always open to meeting someone and talking with
them, if that's what they so wish. Sometimes that happens
and sometimes it doesn't. It depends on them.

MR FREE: Father, in relation to the management of Jesuits
who have been found to have committed child sexual abuse
either by reason of a criminal conviction or some other
process, what's the policy of the Jesuits on managing them?
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FATHER McCOY: Because they have been priests and
religious, we've encouraged them to seek dismissal, and
we've had four cases of that. In the seeking of the
dismissal, they have to apply for that through Rome, so
it's difficult because they're both a priest and religious,
and so it goes through our offices in Rome to the Vatican,
and those four have been dismissed.

One of the things the advisory committee will do is
advice about what's the best for each particular person,
and that's something we'll continue to monitor in the
future, because then we have no legal rights over that
person who has been dismissed or sought their own
dismissal. But what we try to do is set up an MOU with
that person, which is not legally binding, but it's around
accommodation, around further counselling, perhaps
budgeting, and perhaps some health care and so on, so that
we can provide some support, as we know others will support
that person in a difficult time of transition because the
average age of those men is 77. There are serious issues
of health and long-term care for them.

MR FREE: What's the policy of the Jesuits in relation to
funding criminal defence costs?

FATHER McCOY: We've wrestled with this one. Because an
individual Jesuit doesn't have his own income or
superannuation or access to funds, we don't think it's fair
to go to Legal Aid and ask them to do it, so we will fund
the initial trial, but we won't fund an appeal if he's
found guilty.

MR FREE: Thank you. I have no further questions,
your Honour.

COMMISSIONER MILROY: I have some questions, Father McCoy.
I was hoping that you could help us with some of your
experience working in remote Aboriginal communities.
I believe you've had some years of experience in that
ministry?

FATHER McCOY: Yes. I think there's a real issue here
about men talking about what's really important for them,
whether it's Aboriginal men or non-Aboriginal men or
religious men, and especially around sexuality. There's
the issue of the taboo and the shame and the secrecy of it,
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and the only way to open that up is for men to find spaces
where they can talk to other men.

So I've seen the effects of sexual abuse in remote
communities and I've seen the ripple effect on families of
sexual abuse, and it's appalling, it's abhorrent,
especially where the women are trying to protect the family
and look after it. The only way I've seen through it is
for men to start having serious conversations with other
men about their own lives and about their failure to take
care of children and women and adults.

There's a lot we all need to learn, and I'm grateful
to the communities that have taught me so much, but, to me,
there is a masculine issue here, which we need to face.

COMMISSIONER MILROY: I have a couple of questions about
some of your experiences. In particular, we've heard in
private sessions from a lot of Aboriginal people,
particularly from some small or remote communities, that
there still is a great fear in talking or challenging the
Church. Do you have any comment about that?

FATHER McCOY: I think people hold a lot of fears about
the police, social welfare or community services, or
whatever it is, and because historically the Church had
control over a lot of their lives, so who do they go to?

My experience is that if people learn to trust, they
will talk to people they trust, and that's what we have to
encourage. But you're quite right, I think in some places
people have not been able to say what they want to say
because they hold the priest or the bishop or someone up
there, and I think we have to get down off that step and
sit with them in the dust and have those conversations.

COMMISSIONER MILROY: We heard some evidence in the last
few days about perhaps the culmination of some of the risk
factors that might be present that might then make abuse
more likely, and some of those things included
unscrutinised trust, a power imbalance, isolation, a lack
of supervision, acceptance of less than best practice and
it being a very closed shop or closed community. I would
have thought some of those risk factors would have been
heightened in some of the remote communities. Would you
agree?
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FATHER McCOY: Oh, very much so. There isn't often the
sophistication of behaviour and conversations around
behaviour led by important people, so people can come in
that haven't been vetted well, either in schools or
parishes or communities, both Aboriginal and other people,
and so there isn't that clarity or that sophistication
we're talking about here today, where you have policies and
the execution of policies. It can be very loose and
careless, what people say, what people do, what people do
at night, the influence of alcohol and the influence of
loss of boundaries. So it is about people of trust coming
in and lifting the standard of behaviour that's expected of
everybody, I think.

COMMISSIONER MILROY: So do you think, given perhaps the
heightened risk in some areas, that there is sufficient
attention paid to that in either formation or training or
support or supervision for people working in remote
communities in religious or Church ministries?

FATHER McCOY: I think the further north you get, the more
casual we get. I think it's part of the lifestyle and some
of it's to do with language and dress and relaxing and
alcohol, and so on. What I hope will come out of the
Commission is very much setting guidelines for everybody in
this country, but also it will have impact overseas and for
other communities, because I think we have not allowed
enough, ourselves, to be transparent and accountable
wherever we are, and I think some people get away with it
in remote areas.

COMMISSIONER MILROY: Do you think there needs to be
an additional policy or procedure or code of conduct that
is different, then, for remote communities that might
particularly look at the additional risks and complexities?

FATHER McCOY: If it's run by Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people, yes, so they make demands on us to lift
our game when we come in to work with them. I think that
would be very helpful.

COMMISSIONER MILROY: Thank you.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: Father McCoy, I just have one range
of questions for you on reporting. With respect to child
sexual abuse, what is your view on priests and religious
being mandatory reporters?
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FATHER McCOY: Is this in relation to confession?

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: I'll get there, but I want to deal
with the principle first.

FATHER McCOY: I think the principle of confidentiality is
very important. I think what trumps it at times, or can,
is the principle of care for the young and vulnerable, as
also at other times you will trump confidentiality if you
think a person is at risk for self-harm or you think
something else is happening in another community where
a person might be attacked, or so on.

It comes back to what the Commissioner said: you want
places of safety where people can actually talk about
what's happening to themselves, and you don't want to
destroy that sense of safety, but you have a responsibility
to take it further. I think we have to learn better to
struggle with that tension.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: You said something which triggered
the question. You said that you - and it's true of many
others, including Commissioners - know vastly more about
the problem of child sexual abuse as a crime, and
particularly the damage it does, than we once did. I think
you know, and perhaps you could answer, that both Australia
and the Vatican are signatories to the Convention on the
Rights of the Child, which includes in it a priority to act
in the best interests of the child?

FATHER McCOY: I'm aware of it but not the details.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: All right. Given that we now know
that's a commitment, given that we now know the terrible
damage done to an individual by child sexual abuse, would
you agree that that trumps, if I can use that phrase, the
seal of confidentiality with a confession? If a child says
that somebody is abusing them, or a perpetrator says that
they are abusing a child, the ongoing long-term risk to
that child and perhaps to many other children is so great
and the damage is so great, many feel that the seal of the
confessional should be put aside because that need to cater
for that child, or the risk, is greater than the need for
confidentiality. What is your view?

FATHER McCOY: My view is it's complex, but I'm very much
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aware that if you don't handle it correctly, you can do
more damage. So I think what I'd hope from the Commission
is an encouragement to the Church to workshop this more
carefully with its theology and its pastoral practice
because it's not just about abuse; it's about being
attentive to things of hurt and shame that hurt young
children and what you do with it.

One of the things I learnt in Ireland when I was
visiting there was that people are very clear what to do if
they hear something and who they take it to. Sometimes we
feel, as pastors, that we have to deal with the problem.
But in fact what was clear, I think, in some of the
processes - you know who to hand it on to. It would seem
to me that in cases where I could protect confidentiality,
I might also be able to take it to someone that that child
trusted and say, "I am concerned about this" and not break
the seal of confession, because they were not confessing
their own sin.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: In that review or workshop or
examination by the Church that you suggest, would you think
a guiding principle should be to view that review in the
light of what is in the best interests of the child, which
of course may vary according to the circumstances?

FATHER McCOY: I think the best interests of the child and
anyone who is vulnerable. I mean, you've heard in the
Commission that confession practice has changed a lot over
the years. We don't hear as much as we used to. Most of
us have never had these cases come before us. So there's
those issues. And most of us don't watch other priests
hear confession, so we don't know what they do. I think
what you have tapped into is an important learning for all
of us to do it better.

COMMISSIONER MURRAY: You see, one witness told this
Commission in these hearings that even if they knew a child
would continue to be abused, they would keep the seal of
the confessional. Now, that's quite a chilling statement
in the raw. But of course, as you've indicated, there are
complexities attached to how you deal with such things, and
that of course is a matter we must consider.

Do you think that we have sufficient judgment yet to
make the view that if a child were to indicate that it is
being abused - in other words, they haven't sinned; it's
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not a crime that they've committed - that is not covered by
the seal of the confessional?

FATHER McCOY: I think one could take that approach.
I think if I was hearing that person, I'd be wanting to say
to that person, "What can I do to help you, out of this
confession? Can I walk with you? Can I take you? Can
I go to someone for you?" I know in some communities, they
won't want you to do anything. So I think we have to work
through this a lot better.

THE CHAIR: Mr Gray?

MR GRAY: I have a few questions, your Honour. It won't
take me very long, and I'm happy to do it now if that's
preferable.

THE CHAIR: When you say "not very long", how long are you
saying?

MR GRAY: I would be surprised if it went for 15 minutes.

THE CHAIR: All right.

<EXAMINATION BY MR GRAY:

MR GRAY: Sister Loch, first one question to you.
Reference has been made in various ways over the course of
the Royal Commission to various aspects of the culture
within the Church, or at least parts of it, as being an
important factor in exploring why abuse has occurred. Do
you have any views on this question of the culture within
the Church and what aspects of the culture should change?

SISTER LOCH: Well, yes, I do. We're addressing abuse
here at this Royal Commission hearing, and all abuse is, in
my view, linked strongly with an attitude of dominance of
one person over another, for whatever reason, and
a dominance is an abuse of power. I think the Catholic
Church has a problem, in that almost all power in the
Catholic Church is highly clerical and highly genderised.
I think those two factors need to shift if the culture of
the Church is going to shift with regard to the attitude
that any person can have dominance over any other person.

And I'd say that's all closely related to the model of
Church, and I would dearly love to see our Church go back
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to Vatican II, pick it up, read it and have a look at the
model of Church. I know that has been said by other
people, but I think it's really quite key. The way we
think affects the way we act. If we are working out of
a hierarchical model of Church, which is highly genderised,
highly clericalised, we will not shift without shifting the
model. I'm not sure I can say much more about that.
Thanks.

MR GRAY: Thank you. Now could I ask the other members of
the panel generally, I suppose, firstly, whether anyone has
a view that's in disagreement with that and, secondly,
whether anyone would like to add to that? Maybe,
Brother Clinch, if I could ask you first?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes, I can follow what was said by
Berneice. One thing that stays with me strongly is that
we're in a world today where women have a significant role,
and the community I know that I'm in, where women would
take leadership roles, and so when we look at communities
and society around us, the Church seems to be out of whack
or out of step with that. And the feminine influence that
comes, I know, from my own life - I've phoned up some
religious sisters for advice, because I know they come from
a leadership model which is circular and which is more
helpful than the hierarchical model for me in my situation.

So I'd say one of the gifts of our society has been
the greater awareness of the gift of the feminine, and yet
I can't see it emerging in our Church as strongly. While
I say that, I know that in the Church of Australia and the
Church of America, I look to the religious women for
leadership, and they are the ones with the writing in
spirituality and in theology that I think have a future.

MR GRAY: Is there any other member of the panel who would
like to add anything to that brief discussion?

BROTHER CARROLL: I would only endorse what has been said
by Berneice and by Peter there, and I believe we have to
bring women much more into the power structures of the
Church. It can't just afford to lie at the tokenistic
level, which it generally does. It has to be real and it
has to be deep seated and embedded.

MR GRAY: Thank you. Now, Brother Clinch, one brief
matter for you particularly. At one stage this morning,
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you were asked about the international protocol which is
currently being drafted by the worldwide order, and at that
stage this morning at least you were I think not sure
whether the subject of early reporting to police and other
authorities was part of that international protocol. Do
you remember that?

Now, in terms of Australia and the Province of
Oceania, you already have in place the various protocols
and procedures that you have listed in your statement. Is
that right?

BROTHER CLINCH: Yes.

MR GRAY: So far as those Australian or Oceania protocols
are concerned, do they include requirements as to early
reporting to police and civil authorities?

BROTHER CLINCH: Certainly they do, yes.

MR GRAY: Then, Brother Carroll, if I could ask you one
question concerning the topic which a number of you were
asked about, namely, how to deal with a member of the order
who has been convicted for an offence of child sexual abuse
or in relation to whom there has been a substantiated claim
in some other way. You spoke about the situation that can
arise where the brother is a restricted brother and he is,
in that situation, living in a community with other
brothers. What is the effect, to your observation, on
other brothers in that community when that happens?

BROTHER CARROLL: It's a vexed question amongst us. Some
would believe that the brothers should be dismissed. In
the communities they're in, I suppose we have had to
structure those communities so that there are people who
are supportive and who are accepting of having restricted
brothers living in their midst. But it is challenging and
it is difficult for them because they don't understand why
these people have done what they've done and they actually
believe that it has left an indelible mark on them - that
is, those people who haven't offended - and done incredible
damage to so many people.

So I suppose one of the realities is that it has
caused us to think a lot about these issues of how we
integrate them and support them without ever condoning it.
But I suppose as long as they are in communities, they
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remain a very obvious reminder to us of what can go wrong
and what should never go wrong again. I suppose that is
one point about their presence in communities.

MR GRAY: Now, Brother Graham, I just have one question
for you. One matter that the Commission has heard evidence
about in the last few weeks, and indeed over the last
few years, has been the question of continuing professional
education for priests and religious and, among other
things, whether that should be mandatory. I think you are
yourself a qualified psychologist?

BROTHER GRAHAM: Correct, yes.

MR GRAY: Do you have a view as to whether continuing
professional education should be mandatory for priests and
religious?

BROTHER GRAHAM: I think that as a priest or a religious,
that is an important profession. Best practice in this day
and age would suggest that continuing development programs
are in place for many, many professions, and I think that
would be important. It needs to be coherent and national,
as is the psychology continuing professional development
program. So it needs to be a national approach where
people, to be registered to work their profession, need to
reach certain standards each year. That just seems to be
normal practice in our society these days.

MR GRAY: And I think, Father Chambers, I see you nodding
as that answer is given. Would that be your view?

FATHER CHAMBERS: Yes, I would certainly agree with that.

BROTHER GRAHAM: But it has to be a national approach. It
can't be a diocesan approach, I believe.

MR GRAY: Would anyone else like to comment on that topic?
In that case, I have no other questions.

THE CHAIR: Thank you.

MR FREE: Nothing arising.

THE CHAIR: Each of these gentlemen and sister can be
excused?
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MR FREE: They can, your Honour, yes.

THE CHAIR: Thank you all very much for your
contributions. We have seen some of you more than once.
We're very grateful for the contributions you've made and
for the interesting discussion we've had today. You are
now each individually excused.

<THE WITNESSES WITHDREW

THE CHAIR: We will adjourn until 8 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

AT 4.16PM THE COMMISSION WAS ADJOURNED
TO THURSDAY, 23 FEBRUARY 2017 AT 8AM
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